Columbia, Bowdoin to Divest
By Al Kadin
Managing Editor
Bowdoin College has sold $1.85
million of its stock in companies
that do business in South Africa
and Columbia University is expected to divest almost $34 million
from companies operating in South
Africa when its Board of Trustees
meets next month.
The moves were ones of a growing trend by major colleges and
universities to divest themselves of
stock in companies that do business in South Africa. Ohio State
University recenty divested' itself
of nearly $10 million in stock with
ties to South Africa.
Trinity College has not decided
on divesture at this point but has
joined a consortium of colleges in
the area to study the idea. President James F. English said the
Trinity Trustees have formed their
own committee to study the issue
but that no decision would likely
be made until after Christmas va-

cation.
"But the situation being what it
is in South Africa, changing day to
day, who knows what the situation
will be three weeks from now," he
said during an interview Friday.
Students demonstrated last
April at Columbia against the university's investments in South Africa. Columbia's trustees, in a
statement released recently, said
their action was "independent of
student activism" and a result of a
committee study, begun in 1984.
The New York Times, however,
attributed the Trustees action to
student protest.
Meanwhile, Columbia has still
not lifted disciplinary sanctions
.levied against 54 students who
were involved in the springtime
demonstrations, the Wesleyan Argus reported.
Some Trinity students who
strongly oppose the racial policy of
apartheid have formed an "AntiApartheid Committee" here. The
committee, an offshoot of the liberal Progessive Student Alliance,

sposored its own demonstration
last semester, a candlelight vigil
by the chapel.
President English admitted the
candlelight vigil by the Trinity
chapel had influenced his views on
the South African situation.
"Both sides (debating divestment) expressed what I consider
to be important concerns," he said
in a non-committal tone.
In the coming weeks there will
several speakers at Trinity who
will discuss South Africa and possible solutions to the current conflict. Yesterday, Professor Steele
of the History Department lectured on South Africa here at Trinity.
The Trinity Board of Trustees is
schedule to meet on October 11 and
this issue is expected to be discussed.
A Tripod editorial on South Africa and the role
' the U.S. should play appears on
page 8 of this issue and Bridget
McCormack features South Africa
in her World Outlook column "In
the News."

Temporary Housing Dilemma
by Christine Quinn
,Senior StaJJ WrUir
Peter Leavi'M "hacks' around bveir the weekend.
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Parking Problem Curbing of Summit
by Kevin Scollan

The city of Hartford has recently
announced that the repaying of
Summit Street will begin the day
after commencement exercises
conclude the current academic
year.
'The reason for the repaying, is
simply that the roads are falling
apart, and Hartford has a sufficient amount of money to get the
job done. The street must also be
curbed, which .could affect a number of changes to the Trinity campus," said college vice-president
Thomas Smith.
Parking is one of the most serious problems that Trinity, or any
college, must face. The curbing of
Summit Street will only complicate the matter, for some 150
parking spaces will be, eliminated
from the location.
At present, there is sufficient
parking for the normal flow of
traffic at any given moment. The
main objective is to keep the situation under control. Although the
options are still embryonic at this
point, vice-president Smith suggested a few alternatives.
"We could, of course, restrict the
freshman class from keeping cars
on campus. "The other option is
that we build an additional parking
lot in another section of the campus."
When the time comes to make
the decision, the administration is
assuring students that the S.G.Awiill be consulted.
Smith warned students that
these new enforcement regula-

tions would likely include placing
the immobilizing "denver boots"
on the wheels of cars without
standing parking tickets. Smith
also discussed the possibility of
charging students for access to
certain campus parking lots.
One answer to the space problem as proposed by the college
would be to transform the lot be.hind the football field, currently
used for tailgaters during football
games, into a permanent parking
lot for residents.

The housing dilemma has caused
quite a rancor among many Trinity
students this year, for both returning upperclassmen and transferring students.
In previous years a shortage of
rooms has been a common occurence, so the issue is not a new one.
But this year, due to the large size
of last year's freshman class, 115
students were stranded without
housing at the end of the 1984-85
school year.
The College guarantees housing
only to freshmen
who return their deposits and surveys on time. Residential Services
claims it cannot guarantee on-campus housing, for upperclassmen.
Those left without housing at the
end of the Lottery are placed on a
"waiting list" by Residential Services and await notification of an
available space.
Christina Dow, Director of Res-

idential Services, says she is supposed to contact those on the
'waiting list by August 1 if they
have been designated a room. According to many students, steps of
this policy were not followed, causing much distress and confusion
among these "homeless" students.
By August 1, at least one roommate was to be notified about the
status of their room and would be
requested to inform his roommates, Dow told the Tripod.
"No, Ms. Dow never called me.
My roommate's mother called her.
All I knew was my dorm - nothing
else," stated an anonymous student. "I don't want my name used
because I don't want to make enemies in Residential Services. Especially considering my housing
situation this year.
"My mother called her (Dow)
after August 1, but she was away
and no one could answer any questions," the student's roommate
said.
Mark Pallidino ran into the same

problem.
"I called Christina Dow twice.
The first time she was on vacation,
and I was told to call back when
someone could answer my questions. Someone helped me the second time, though no one told me
to call my roommates," he said.
While I was on vacation, there
were qualified people in the office
who could answer the student's
questions," Dow asserted.
After certain students found out
where they were living, they ran
into subsequent problems.
Many of the students who have
been placed in 86-88 Vernon Street
were never informed about the
regulations involved with living
there..
"Those students were sent packages of information explaining who
their RA's were and the rules
which they needed to know,"
countered Dow.
"We received information about
rules and such, but nothing about
our RA," one disgruntled student
commented.
"For $13,5001 thought the least
I could get was a little courtesy
when I tried to find a place on campus to live," added another student.

INSIDE *
Apartheid
Sports

' ••

Italian Festival

pholo by Vlrginia T_ MoUury
Summit St. is supposed to be curbed in the near future. This could cause serious parking problems for
students.
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For Your Info

The Progressive Student Alliance
presents a discussion entitled
"Why Has Minority Enrollment at
Trinity Gone Down?" at 2:30, September 17th, in the cave.

All Campus program ... Reggae
Festival!!!! ... Live entertainment
and appropriate refreshments will
be provided, 4-7 p.m. on the Cave
Patio.

Any Student Needing the services
of the Medical Office between the
hours of 12 midnight and 7 a.m.
must be accompanied by a security
guard. Please call Mather Front
Desk ext. 234 for escort service.

ConnPIRG will hold it's first general meeting tonight at 7:30 in
Seabury 16.

The Progressive Student Alliance will hold a meeting on Thursday at 7:30 in the Rittenberg
Lounge. Plans for upcomingevents and activity planning will
be discussed, so please come, even
if your'e new!!!!!!

Soirees Francaises Appel a tous
les francophiles francophones: venez parler francais et deguster quelques specialites francaises dans
une ambiance sympa. Tous les jeu-,
dis soirs a 22H a Doonesbury B-4.

Those of you who haven't showed
up to any Tripod, assignment
meetings should not be deterred
from showing up to this one, for
instance, its's at a convenient time
(7:3.0) and an accessible location
(Jackson Basement) and there'll be
lots of fun and party favors for all,
alright so there won't be any party
favors, but the whole eager staff
will be there with writing and photograph assignments for all, that's
this Tuesday.

Wednesday
Dr. Dina Anselmi, Professor of
Psychology will discuss "Everything and Anything You Ever
Wanted To Know About Trinity's
Day Care Center" at 4:00 p.m. in
the Rittenberg Lounge.

Upcoming
On Monday, September 23, Andrea Dworkin will give a lecture
on "Pornography & Civil Rights."
Ms. Dworkin is the co-author of
Minneapolis and Indianapolis antipornography ordinances, and the
author of Our Blood, WomenHating, and Pornography: Men
Possessing Women. The lecture,
which starts at 8:00 p.m. in the
Life Sciences Auditorium, is free.
Trinity Women's Organization
meetings are every Sunday at 7:30
p.m. in the Womens Center (3rd
Floor of Mather Center), please
c o m e ! ' '

Professor Drew Hyland, Dana
Professor of Philosophy will give a
lecture entitled "Plato's Three
Wives and Question of Utopia" on
Wednesday, Sept. 18 at 4 p.m. in
the Alumni Lounge.

Tables Francaise Tous les mercredis soirs, une table est reservee
a Saga pour tous les estudiants desireux d'etre francais le temps d'un
diner. Rendez-vous a 6H, avec le
sourire!
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Law Day comes to Trinity College
on September 30. Representatives
from more than 20 law schools will
be in the Washington Room at
Mather from 1-5 p.m.
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For Sale
Futon for sale, call Mark at 278- 7207.

Cinestuclio

Note
Campus
Employmenlr~

Tonight
The Return of the Soldier
A World War I veteran, suffering from amnesia, becomes the center of
contention among three women with whom he has had affairs he can no
longer recollect.
Camila
Based on historical incident, this melodrama centers around the scandalous love affair of a politician's daughter and a handsome young priest.
Dark comedy of manners.

Wed-Sat
Amadeus
(Editor's Choice) Winner of a million Academy Awards, this lavish production tells of composer Antonio Salieri and his tormenting jealousy over
the divine musical genius possessed by W.A. Mozart. Fantastic performance by F. Murray Abraham, worth double the price of admission, at least.
(158 minutes)

Sun-Mon
The Great Dictator
Charlie Chaplin's classic comedy, which, for the time it was released
(1940), was considered a daring satire on Adolf Hitler. Many hilarious
moments.
A Love In Germany
A compelling drama of a forbidden love affair between a German shopkeeper and a Polish P.O.W. during World War II.

Unclassified
Greenpeace, the international environmental organization, is offering weekend whale watching trips
into the fall until October 13. The
trips are four hours long, and the
boat departs from either Plymouth
or Provincetown, Massachusetts.
Tickets may be ordered by calling
Greenpeace at 617-576-1650.
The First Connecticut Celebrity
Tag Sale will be held on Saturday,
September 28, at Hartford's
Brainard Field. Admission is free
and all proceeds will go to the
South Park Inn for the homeless

The Alumni Office is currently
seeking two students to serve as :
clerical assistants fgrjho. >1985-8B™"
academic year. The positions will
involve accurate typing skills,
checking address information,
news items, compiling lists, addressing envelops, filing, collating,
and general office skills. Those interested must be work study students and should be eligible to
work 8-10 hours per week. Please
, see Lucy Myrshall in the Alumni
Office, 79 Vernon Street, for an
interview.
Positions are available for students who would like to work in
the Trinity College News Bureau
at 79 Vernon Street. Applicants
need good typing skills, and an interest in the field of journalism.
Financial aid students will be given
preference. For more information,
call Kathy Frederick at extension
370.
The Trinity College Upward
Bound Program would like to hire
10 Trinity students to serve as tutors to program participants. Tutors must be proficient in one of
the following subjects: High School •
math, science, grammar, and/or
Spanish. Tutors work 2 to 4 hours
per week and are paid 3.75 an
hour. Please contact Dennis Mink,
Director of Upward Bound at ext.
468 or drop by our office at 76
1
Vernon St. before September 27.

Personals
M.A.T.R. Let's do it again real
soon. Va. is for lovers.
Elaine, congratulations, you rising
• star! Can I have your autograph? -

It's the beginning of the end, isn't
it?
Thanks a lot Patty, Cathy, and
Rich — -1 really appreciate everything you've done for me — Ann
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Greenland Scandal Continues
by Patrick Trostle

College Comptroller Marcia Phelan has acknowledged that the investigation concerning missing
T.C.A.C. funds is still being reviewed by the college.
She also disclosed, for the first
time, that an agreement between
Mark Greenland and the cotlege
has been reached.
Although former T.C.A.C. president Mark Greenland has been implicated in the misuse of student
funds, no punitive action has been
taken. Copies of the itemized expenditures of the T.C.A.C. were
unavailable to The Tripod at the
time of this printing. Phelan would
not elaborate on the "tentative
agreement" reaehed with Greenland concerning the alleged embezzlement of T.C.A.C. funds.
A college investigation into
Greenland's expenses has focused
on the $1000 supposedly used to
pay his rent. T.C.A.C. economic
problems and admitted dissatisfaction with the executive board
forced Greenland to resign as
president of the organization last
December. To that date, the social
organization had used more than
100% of its allocated budget for
the 1984-1985 academic year.
Greenland's status as a student
during the time of his alleged misuse of funds questions his right to
be involved in student activities.
At the time of the T.C.A.C. budget
problems, Greenland had already
received academic dismissal.
Greenland continued his position
as president of the student organization, protected by' a. student
charter amendment that allows
non-student involvement in college
activities. Although the amendment was originally designed to
permit outside assistance from
professionals in the college theatre
and broadcasting studies, the
statement also allows non-students in social orgaizations.
:
Phelan cited a T.G.A..C; constitutional provision as a problem in
the procurement of funds for the

student organization.
"The T.C.A.C. does not need
budget approval in order to speed
payment to performers and bands.
Although the procedure lacks review, the budget committee requires proper documentation," she
said.
Greenland apparently used
T.C.A.C. funds to reimburse himself for money he had spent to finance various club activities,
Phelan said.
In a Tripod interview, Dean Winer gave the current status of
Greenland as a Trinity student.
u

y\f

Academic Affairs Committee. To
the best of my knowledge, he has
not enrolled. Any other problems
are not being dealt with by my office," he said.
Although no formal charges have
been brought against Greenland,
Phelan did not profess his innocence in the scandal. The charge
that too much information was
given last April to Tripod and Observer reporters, has restricted the
flow of new information in the
case.
Greenland remains at his Allen
Place apartment.

Vi-ic Vippri r^flHrviin-nri b v tViP

Medicine and Technology
by Richard Takacs

Last Wednesday evening, Trin.ity hosted the first of an eleven
part lecture series on "Technology
and Medicine". The lectures will
feature both local and national authorities in the field of medicine
and will be held on various
Wednesdays throughout the year
in the Boyer Auditorium of the
Life Sciences Center.
Project Director Professor Joseph Bronzino launched the night's
topic "The Development of the
American Health Care System:
Economic and Ethical Cosequences of a Technological Revolution" with a historical background
on the technological advances in
health care, including the myriad
advances in recent years. Professor Bronzino traced the American
physician from the days of the
black bag and house calls to the
present day ultra-sophisticated,
computerized hospitals, showing
the vast improvements in available
health care
The podium was then turned
over to Prof Vincent Smith, Project Co-Director, .who presented the
economic aspects of American
health care. Using charts and statistics, Professor Smith showed the

The Amos Tuck School
of

Business Administration
Dartmouth College ® Hanover, N.H.
Men and Women Seeking
Graduate Education for Management
are invited to discuss the

TUCK MBA

steady increase in income that the
average person pays for health
care, while also relaying the data
on the staggering portion of this
cost that is government subsidized. In addition, Professor Smith
revealed the lack of funding spent
on preventative medicine, showing
that the majority of funding is
being spent on crisis-rescue medicine.
- The final speaker was Assistant
Professor Maurice Wade, also a
Project Co-Director, who spoke on
the ethical consequences of the
technological advances in medicine. Professor Wade focused on
such questions as: Who should the
limited scope of medical technology be available to? How should
this be decided? Is the astronomical cost of keeping these people
alive worth it? and What about the
burdenon society? By far the most
controversial aspect of the lecture
series, Professor Wade's presentation set the foundation for future lectures that will deal with
these questions in more depth.
The lecture concluded with a
question and answer session, allowing the audience to pose ideas
and questions to the speakers. The
next lecture is tomorrow night at
8:00 pm in the Boyer Auditorium,
where Dr. Frank Gallioto Jr, Associate cardiologist at the Children's Hospital National Medical
Center in Washington, will present "Cardiac Monitoring Devices:
The Cardiac Intensive Care Unit".
The lectures will then continue
throughout the year adressing such
issues as rationing medical technology, biotechnical research, and
genetic engineering. The lectures
will include a visit by Dr. William
DeVries, Director of the Artificial
Heart Program, Humana Hospital
Audubon.
The programs are free to the
public and are sure to raise some
interesting and opposing- views on
controversial issues of the day.

First A n n u a l F u n R u n
by Lisa Schroeder
Matt Keator and Robin Silver
each finished first in the first annual Fun Run held Saturday at
Jesse Field. The race, sponsored
by the Allen-Vernon Zone and their
RA's, was an all-campus event
thought of as an alternative to the
usual party.
Approximately thirty people
participated in the race that circled the Trinity campus.
In the men's division, Keator was

photo by Juan Carlos Salichs

followed by Professor Ralph Walde '
who finished second and John Barton who finished third. In the
woman's division, Silver was followed by Elizabeth Self in second
and Sharon Hubbard, Liz Osterhus, and Laura Thomas all tied for
third.
The first place winners each received a $25 gift certificate to Herman's World of Sports. Second
place winners received a $15 dollar
gift certificate and third place winners a $10 dollar gift certificate.
The event was run by Thomas Bailey, Resident Coordinator.

Dwoifkln to Speak on Pornography
Andrea Dworkin, long considered the most outspoken feminist
on the issue of pornography, will
be speaking at the Boyer Auditorium of the life sciences center on
September 23th at 8:00, as part of
a series of lectures on porn. Ms,
Dworkin's topic will be "pornography and civil rights". She is the
author of several books dealing
with the issues of pornography and
women's rights. Her books include
the controversial "Pornography:.
Men Possessing Women," and the
feminist classics "Woman Hating
and Our Blood."

Ms. Dworkin's fight against pornography have been lauded by conservative groups such as Phyllis
Shaefly's R.E.A.L. women and
Jerry FallwellV Moral Majority.
Another viewpoint on pornography will ,be presented by Nan
Hunter of the Feminist Anti-Censorship Task Force on Tuesday, •
• October Irst at 7:30 pm in:the Rittenburg Lounge of Mather Campus Center. Nan Hunter is a
lawyer for the ACLU and has filed
briefs against Ms. Dworkin's antipornography ordinances.

Tuesday, November 5
M a r d a Collett, Assistant Director of Admissions
Sign up with the Career Counseling Office
527-3157, ext.228

Campus Peddler
comes to

TRINITY
Wed., Sept. 18
9:30 a.m.-4:00 p.m.
* HAWAIIAN JAMS
* TARTAN PLAID BOXER SHORTS
* STIRRUP PANTS — Great Colors
* HAND KNIT WOOL SWEATERS
Campus Center
Basement Lobby

Juniors or Seniors with a 3.0 average:
interested in Congress? Earn 16 credits
on Capitol Hill.
• Unique Internships based on your
interests. Work with members of Congress in their offices and on their committees.
• Seminars with leading government
experts, focusing on current policy
issues.
• Washington Faculty headed by
the chairman of the Congressional
Intern Advisory Council.
• Discussion Groups to share information and opinions with fellow student
participants from around the country.
Filing deadline for Semester II:
;
November 1.
:
For applications and information:

BOSTO
Washington Legislative Internship Program
College of Liberal Arts—Room 302
725 Commonwealth Avenue, Boston, MA 02215
617/353-2408

An Equal Opportunity Institution
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The History of the Lemon Squeezer
class of 1928 intended to pass
class of 1868. An outraged memesqueezer #3 on to the class of 1929,
ber of the class of 1867 stole the
but on presentation day it was brosqueezer from theclothes closet it
ken in half during a fight between
had been hidden in for safe keepthe classes of 1930 and 1929. Each
ing.
However,
after
demands
for
One of the most colorful and conclass claimed half of the squeezer,
the artifact's return were issued
troversial Trinity college tradibut no reconciliation could be made
by both the Hartford police and
tions is that of the lemon squeezer.
between the two classes. In 1935
the faculty, the student buckled
This sought after piece of wood has
lemon sqeezer #2 was given back
under
and
returned
the
squeezer.
been bestowed upon the class
The class of 1868 gave it to the to the college by a member of the
deemed most worthy of the honor
class of 1915 and presented to the
class of 1869, who gave it to the
since 1857.
class
of 1935. It shifted hands peaclass
of
1871.
From
then
on
the
The lemon squeezer tradition
cefuly three times before world
affair went quietly, primarily bewith another Trinity tradition.
war two interrupted the ceremony
cause the lemon squeezer was enDuring the 1850's and!860's Trinuntil 1947. The facts are uncertain
ity's colorful black janitor was an- trusted to the Hartford Bank for
as to what happened to the lemon
nually awarded a gift by the safekeeping. The next crisis ocsqueezer after that. It is known,
graduating class. He was ad- cured in 1895, when the class of
howover, that it rpanneareH "dur'96 decided that they were more
dressed by all as "Professor Jim",
vfrorthy of the lemon squeezer than
and during "class day" would give
the class of '97. The class of 1896
the opening speech and then recieve his gift. As thanks for his gift were the first class to successfuly
steal the lemon squeezer. The
he made lemon punch. Students in
presentation day in 1895 involved
the class of 1857 decided to award
an oversized model of the Proffe- several events, including one by a
by Sean Dougherty
sor's lemon squeezer to the class memeber of the class of 1896.
Upon approaching the podium to
"whose aggregate excellence in
speak he seized the lemon sqeezer,
scholarship, moral character and
Trinity College matriculated its
the qualities requisite to popular- which had been laid there to await
163rd freshman class last week,
ity was the highest." In turn the presentation, and hurled it out of
continuing a tradition that began
class who then possesed the lemon a window to a waiting classmate.
back in 1853.
squeezer would pass it on to the That classmate fled on horseback
class of their choosing. The class with the squeezer, and hid it in a
Central to the ceremony was an
of 1857 passed the squeezer on the pine tree. It remained there until
address by President English in
the heat was off and was then
class of 1859, who then entrusted
which he described the three cenit to the class of 1861. The contro- transferred to a bank vault. That
tral customs of the ceremony to
squeezer was used until 1904,
versy surrounding the lemon
the class of 1989.
when a member of that class took
squeezer began when the class of
The first tradition centers
1861 passed the squeezer on to the it home with him. From 1905 until
around the book which is given
1914 the title of "lemon squeezer
class of 1863. The class of 1864 felt
each year to the secretary of the
there was an unfair favoring of the class" was strictly-honourary, and
faculty, symbolizing the academic
odd numbered years going on and no trophy was presented formaly.
commitment of the faculty toward
made plans to take the squeezer by The second lemon squeezer was
giving the students a quality libforce. During the ceremony in purchased by the class of 1914 but
eral arts education.
which the class of 1863 (sr) were it was stolen by of 1915 just before
The book was brought into Trinto present the squeezer to the class it could be presented to the class
tiy tradition by accident. The
of 1865 (sp), the classes of 1864 (jr) of 1916. Once again the title beThe second tradition involves the
and 1866 (fr) rushed the podium, came strictly honourary until 1923
signing of the matriculation book
when
a
third
squeezer
was
purcreating mass chaos. They manby each member of the incoming
aged to seize the squeezer briefly, chased and then stolen by the class
freshman class.Many colleges have
but it was quickly retrieved by the of 1926. They became the second
considered this type of ceremony
Hartford police. Because of this in- class to succesfuly steal the
as outdated, but both President
cedent the class of 1867 felt as- squeezer (1915 didn't count beEnglish and Vice-President Smith
sured that they would receive the cause the title was formaly still
consider the book and. the ceretrophy in 1865. The class of 1865, conferred to fhe class oi 1916), and •• nwmy to-be aft important symbol..gave
it
to
the
class
of
1928.
The
however, gave the squeezer to the
The book unifies the class and repby Sean Dougherty

ing the reconstruction of the cellar
in Seabury". President English
then bestowed it upon the class
1982. It was then awarded to the
classes of 1985 and 1987, respectively. President English arranged
for the squeezer to be brought out
of hiding for this year's matriculation ceremony, prompting this
look into the artifact's history. Rumors have been floating around the
campus that the class of 1988 is
interested in breaking up the odd
numbered tradition that has
started again in the 1980's. Look
out Trinity College, here we go
again!

THE

LEMON SQUEEZER.

ACCESSIT:

The 163rd Matriculation
resents an exchange of obligations'
between the students and the faculty. With the book signing and
matriculation oath, the students
promise to obey the statutes of
Trinity College (and to study), and
the college promises to provide the
students with an education. The
book is eventually presented to the
faculty in appreciation of their
dedication
The then president of Trinity,
Thomas C. Brownwell, wished for
every Trinity student to touch the
Bible upon receiving his diploma.
Brownwell forgot to bring it to the
ceremony so he used the only other
book in the room. This book has
been touched by every person to
graduate Trinity since that time.
Vice-President Smith particularly appreciates the clear recordkeeping that the matriculation
book provides. Smith also has
great affection for the second part
of the ceremony in which the members of the freshman class shake
hands with the president of the
college. By the end of the day, the
president can say that he has met
•everyone TVtio"attends Trinity; and
that is symbolically important.

"Many college presidents," said
Smith, "do not take this opportunity." .
The ceremony has its origins in
the renaissance university of Bologna, Italy, in which a ceremony
and book signing were used as the
only way to distinguish the students from the non-students. This
type of record keeping made it's
way to Oxford, England, and then
to United States universities during a wave of Anglo-mania. The
oath was formalized by Queen Elizebeth I in the Matriculation Act
of 1565.

S.G.A. Elections Will
Be Held Next Tuesday
Contact box 843 or
1938 for info.

NEWSBRIEFS
YMCA Program
National Student Campaign Schlorship Research
Against Hunger Started
Washington, D.C. — The Scholarship Research Institute
of Washington, D.C, and organization specializing in aiding
Fall Season Announced
College and high school students from across the state;
students and their parents in their efforts to locate funds for
joined by local anti-hunger workers, announced yesterday
the formation of the Connecticut chapter of the National
Student Campaign Against Hunger: So Let's Start Giving,
at the Hartford Food Share Commision warehouse on Main
Street. The news conference was part of a nationally coordinated announcement of the campaign which is being held
in cooperation with and to benefit United Support of Artists
For Africa (USA For Africa).

Minority Graduate
Fellowships
Program: Three-year graduate fellowships in science and
engineering fields offered by the National Science Foundation. Open to persons who are at or near the beginning of
their graduate study.
Eligibility Requirements: 1. Applicants must be United States
citizens or nationals who are members of one of the following
ethnic minority groups: American Indian, Black, Hispanic,
Native Alaskan (Eskimo of Aleut), or Native Pacific Islander
(Polynesian or Micronesian). 2. Fellowships are awarded for
study of work leading to master's or doctoral degrees in the
mathematical, physical, biological, engineering, and social
sciences, and in the history and philosophy of science. 3.
Applicants must not have completed, by the beginning of the
Fall 1985 term, more than 20 semester hours, 30 quarter
hours, or equivalent, of study in the science and engineering
fields listed above following completion of their first baccalaureate degree in science or engineering, or its equivalent.
No individual will be eligible who, at the time of application,
has earned an advanced degree in science or engineering.
Stipend and Cost-of-Education Allowance: The stipend is
$11,100 for a twelve-month tenure. In addition, NSF will
provide fellowship institutions, on behalf of each Fellow,
with a cost-of-education allowance ($6,000) in lieu of all tuition costs and assessed fees.
Application Deadline Date: November 15, 1985
Announcement of Awards: Early March 1986
Starting Date: Awardees may begin fellowship tenure with
the first academic term following announcement of awards,
but must enter on tenure no later than the beginning of the
1986-1987 academic year at their fellowship institutions.
For Information and Application Materials: Write to: The
Fellowship Office National Research Council 2101 Constitution Avenue Washington, D.C. 20418 Telephone: (202) 3342872

• • • . ; . . •

college, is itself offering (3) $1000 scholarships. This represents their third annual offering. Applicants must meet the
following minimum criteria: -undergraduate -fulltime student -G.P.A. of 2.0 or above
For application and information, students should send a
self addressed stamped envelope to : Scholarship Research
Institute P.O. Box 50157 Washington, D.C. 20004
The deadline for applications is December 16,1985. Awardee will be notified by January 30, 1986.
Recipients will be selected based upon their academic performance, leadership abilities, college and community activities.
These awards are for the Spring semester of the 1985-86
school year and may be used for any expenses related directly or indirectly to the pursuance of any academic major
at, the undergraduate level.

Development Office
Appointments
Lawrence S. Duffy and Carol C. .Thompson have been
appointed to the staff of the development office at Trinity
College. Duffy has been named director of major gifts and
Thompson has been appointed corporation and foundation
officer.
Before joining Trinity, Duffy was the director of development for the Graduate School of Education at Harvard University. From 1977 to 1983, he was regional director of the
Campaign for Dartmouth College.He was employedby the
town of Brookline, MA as administrative assistant to the
town's chief municipal administrative officer from 1972 to
1977. He has a bachelor's degree from Dartmouth and a
master's degree in public administration from Syracuse University. •
Duffy is also a commander with the U.S. Naval Reserve.
He resides on Vernon Street and also in Brookline.MA.
Thompson was formerly executive director of Help the
Aged, an international charity with U.S. haedquarters in
Washington, D.C., from 1980 to 1982. She also served as
campaign coordinator for the American Red Cross chapter
in Washington and director of development for the National
Eye Foundation.
Thompson, who holds a bachelor's degree from the University of Maryland, lives on Breezy Knoll, Avon. She is a
member of the Junior League of Hartford.

The Hartford Central YMCA will be kicking off its fall
program season on the week of September 16th. Classes to
be offered include: Aeroflex Aerobic Exercise., Joy Aerobic
Dance, General Fitness, Personal Defense, Fencing, Yoga,
and many other personal wellness classes. A full state of
auquatic programs are also available, highlighted by Lifesaving, Adult Swim lessons, and a master swim program. All
YMCA programs are coed. For more information phone 5224183. Advance registration is required.

Graduate Fellowships
Progam: Three-year graduate fellowships in science and engineering fields offered by the National Science Foundation.
Open to persons who are at or near the the beginning of
their graduate study.
Eligibility Requirements: 1. Applicants must be United States
citizens or nationals. 2. Fellowships are awarded for study
or work leading to master's or doctoral degrees in the mathematical, physical, biological, engineering, and social sciences, and in the history and philosophy of science. 3.
Applicants must not have completed, by the beginning of the
Fall 1985 term, more than 20 semester hours, 30 quarter
hours, or equivalent, of study in the science and engineering
fields listed above Mowing completion of their first baccalaureate degree in science or engineering, or its equivalent.
No individual will be eligible who, at the time of application,
has earned an advanced degree in science or engineering.
Stipend and Cost-of-Education Allowance: The stipend is
$11,100 for a twelve-month tenure. In addition NSF will
provide fellowship institutions, on behalf of each Fellow,
with a cost-of-education allowance ($6,000) in lieu of all tuition costs and assessed fees.
Application Deadline Date: November 15, 1985
Announcement of Awards: Early March 1986
Starting Date: Awardees may begin fellowship tenure with
the first academic term following announcement of awards,
but must enter on tenure no later than the beginning of the
1986-1987 academic year at their fellowship institutions.
For Information and Application Materials: Write to: The
Fellowship Office National Research Council 2101 Constitution Avenue Washington, D.C. 20418 Telephone: (202) 334-
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ARTFORD
South End Fest
by Susan Curley and Judy Sanford

Hartford's South End and Little
Italy was the scence of the 8th annual Italian Festival. From September 6th to the 8th, Franklin
Avenue was filled with visitors
from the city and surrounding
towns to experience a little Italian
culture.
The rain kept some people away
Friday night but the following
night warm weather helped fill the
streets from side to side. The festival is run by the Franklin Avenue
Festival Assnrintion fFAFA) with

three goals in mind: "to promote
and expose Italian culture and tradition, to sustain and promote area
businesses and to expose the
neighborhood to other people both
from in and outside of Hartford."
Judging fi-om the huge turnout,
this year's festival was a great success.
The festival was kicked off Friday by a parade down Franklin
Ave. Participants in the parade included Govenor William O'Neil,
Hartford Mayor Therman Milner,
the FAFA board, and the festivals
queen, Anna Calabrese with her
court.
But perhaps the most inviting
aspects of .the festivals happenings

One of the many shows and attractions at last weekends Italian Festival.
was the variety of delicious Italian
foods offered at street side stands.
For Trinity students it was
"heaven" after a week of Campus
food. The delicacies included shishkabobs, fried dough, canoli, Italian
ices, tropical drinks, and waffle
Sundays. The selection lining
Franklin Ave. made many visitors
mouths water uncontrolably.
In addition to food, there were
many vendors selling Italian Tshirts, hats, and buttons. Novelty
items for sale ranged from glow in
the dark silk roses to metallic plastic wigs to huge balloons. Other
booths sold jewelry and clothing.
One booth was selling gift certificates for rides in a hot air balloons.

photo by Virginia T. McLaury

carnival. The carnival was a place
of action packed thrills. One ride,
the Zipper, was the cause of sick
stomachs and lost keys as it literally turned people completely upside down. Other traditional

photo by Virginia T. McLaury

attractions included a fun house,
merry-go-round, and bumper cars.
For a change of scenery and a
break from the isolation of the hill,
a trip to the Italian Fest was time
well spent.

Bob to Visit Hartford:

Gaint unicorns, smurfs, and
other prizes were carried away by
the jubilant winners of the festivals many street games. Games
that involved darts, balls, milk
cans, or win Kermit the frog were
actively peddled by hawkers who
enticed passers-by into trying their
luck. However for every prize won
there were many disappointed customers.
A number of these games were
located in the center of fun - the

One small visitor enjoys the 8th Annual Franklin Ave. Italian Festival.

Slate Wins Democratic Primary
by Barry A. Freedman

The party endorsed slate handily
defeated the challenge for Hartford City Council seats in last
Tuesday's Hartford Democratic
primary election. With the endorsed slate's lopsided victory,
three members of the council were
ousted from office — among them,
the Deputy Major.
The challenge slate, formed after
a heated Democratic Town Committee meeting on July 24, had
promised initiatives on employment, housing, education, taxes,
city services, and social programs.
The slate, "Democrats for a New
Direction," called for the minority
community to become active.
.Deputy Major Francisco L.
Borges, the founder of the chal-'
lenge slate, demanded seven weeks
ago that "Hartford's minority
community control its own destiny
and pick its own leadership." However, the minority community
failed to support its candidates at
the polls. • The North End, the base for the
challenge, showed apathy with
only a 25 percent voter turnout,,
compared to 41 percent, 46 percent, and 49 percent in key South
End voting districts. The endorsed
state promised its commitment for
sufficient funding of the school

system and to require downtown
developers to help finance jobtraining and housing programs for
the neighborhoods.
Councilman Allan B. Taylor, a
member of the endorsed slate,
stated recently in a debate aired
on WPOP news radio that "the opponents conducted their campaigns based on a strategy which
' consists of destortion of facts, halftruths, lies, character assasination, and most unforgiveable of all,

Election '85
HARTFORD
a subtle but nevertheless attempt
to divide the city along social
lines."
The challengers tried to downplay the race issue. They tried to
gain the Italian South End vote by
having four South End residents
on the ticket. The challengers also
promised no tax increase, stating
that the endorsed siate would increase taxes. Although they run as
slates, with the endorsed candidates on Row A of the ballot and
the challenge slate members on
Row B, voters can choose any six
candidates.
However, with a weak minority
turnout, (the turnout city-wide was
28.3 percnet of registered Demo-

crats) the endorsed slate won by a
wide margin. The winners included Council Majority Leader
Alphonse S. Marotta, 7,158 votes;
Councilman Allen B. Taylor, 7,146
votes; Board of Education member
Thomas McBride, 7,003 votes;
Councilman Nancy Melendez,
6,782 votes; former NAACP Director Nowel Goff, 6,761 votes;
and town committee member Devanshire A. "Tony" Mein, 5,856
votes.
Borges led the challengers with
5,137 votes; followed by Town
Committee member John W. Fonfara,' 4,929 votes; Town Committee Member Wayne H. Camillieri,
4,793 votes; former State Senator
Morcella C. Fahey, 4,583; Councilman I. Charles Matthews, 4,283
votes; and town committee member Radames V. Vasquez, with
3,731 votes.
The primary winners must now
prepare for the November 5 general elections. Due to the Democratic party's
overwhelming
advantage of 7-1 in voter registration, all members of slate are expected to win easily.
An effect, and possibly a far
reaching problem, is that Mayor
Therman Milner's power source,
the North End, has become politically apathetic. He finds this to be
troublesome as he prepares for reelection. Milner quietly supported
the challenge group.

44

Come on Down"

Game show fans in the Hartford
•area who have dreamed of winning
color televisions, a car, stoves, refrigereators, and gifts galore may
have their wish come true when
Bob Barker,.the emcee of CBS Television's "The Price is Right"
comes to the Hartford Civic Center for an 8 pm show, *
The "Bob Barker Fun and Game
Show" features Bob Barker, one
of television's more popular personalities.The show, which has
broken attendance records in previous engagements, is based on audience participation.
Barker
personally selects member's of the
audience and involves them in
stunts, games, and all sorts of
gags. In the "Fun and Games
Show", there is no pre-screening
of the contestants. Everyone has

an opportunity to participate. Barker will go right into the audience,
picking people at random, handing
gifts out on the spot to some people, while others will have to answer questions, and still others will
be selected to compete in stunts.
The show has had phenomenal success, with many sellout crowds.
The "Bob Barker Fun and
Games Show" willtake place at
the Hartford Civic Center, on Friday, November 1, 1985, at 8 pm.
The general admission tickets are
$9 for adults and $4.50 for children
12 and under when accompanied
by an adult. They go on sale Monday, September 30 at the Hartford
Civic Center Box Office and all
TICKETRON outlets. To order by
phone on Visa or Mastercard, call
203/727-8010.
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Fall Literary Competition
Welcome, and welcome back. I.
extend this message to those who
are new to this illustrious campus,
and to those who have working diligently in foreign lands. Let me
introduce myself: my name is
Vordo, and this is my second year
at this graced institution. I am the
Editor of the section that you are
now reading, and I hope to present
in the coming semester a wide
range of views and ideas from the
community through a varity of articles and column.
First a word about my name.
Last year in my toil for this paper,
I came under attack for using,
what some might call a pseudonym. This fact is partially correct since my full name does not
appear on the banner. Any person
that knows me well enough to
know my name, knows that I use
"Vordo" as any Robert would use
Bob.
With that nasty business out of
the way, I wish to offer an invitation and a warning to new students.
As one sits on the Quad in the
late summer sun, one can observe
many different types of relaxation

and enjoyment common to most
college campuses at this time of
the year. Around these recreations, acquaintences are foregone
and friendships are cemented; but
too often than not, these pastimes,
as well as those that occur on
weekend evenings, become an all
to consuming passion for many
students, and for some, the purpose and reason of coming to college is lost in the phrase: "working
for the weekend." There is nothing wrong with unwinding from
the academic pressure that is so
common, but is enjoyment pressing your head against a cool toilet
bowl, and praying to God not to
lose it again — use some common
sense.
The point I am getting at, is that
it is very easy to spend all of your
free time partying and pretending
that there isn't a real world outside of the gates of Trinity College. Many students come here and
fall into the fold with the accepted
norm, not realizing that it is O.K.
to pursue other intrests and to cultivate talents other than those that
are academic and social.
I invite each new student, and

every old one, to look at the world
around theme and at our own little
community. There are many ideas
that need to be exchanged and cultivated, for the world is not a perfect place. I invite everyone to get
involved with at least one new
group or club that is not purely a
social outlet. If you are into politics, look at the Republican or
Democrat clubs. If you like communication there are several publications and a radio station that
always needs- new people to share
ideas. There is even a club for those
who want to save the world, The
Progressive Student Alliance, and
for those who are interested in the
surrounding area, look at Community Outreach.
Each and every person on this
campus should exercise his or her
individuality by getting involved
and not being too afraid to express
opinions; in that spirit, I welcome
any rebuttal to my exortations.
Once again I bid welcome, and
an apology for the seeming triteness of this essay, but so few people are willing to say this: Get
Involved!
Thank you.

POETRY
$200

ESSAY FICTION
$400

$500

DEADLINE: Midnight Postmark, December 2, 1985
E^TRY FBB: $5.00 for two poems; $4,00 per essayi $5.00 per short story. There Is no limit to the number of entries you may submit.
ELIGIBILITY: Competition is open :o all poets, fiction and non-fJctlon wrlrers.
RULES: All entries should be typed or printed clearly. Carbon copies, photostats and computer printouts
are acceptable. Vour name may be included on the manuscript or you may use a cover card or cover
sheet.
CATEGORIES; There Is no line limit and no subject restrictions in the poetry category and you may enter any type of poetry, structured or unstructured. This includes free Verse, Rhymed Verse, Blank Verse,
Sonnets, etc. No Haiku or Sentyu.
Essays should be kept to a 3000 word maximum and may concern any subject.
Short Fiction should be kept to a 4500 word maximum and may concern any subject, You may enter adult
or Juvenile fiction. All entries will be judged on their own merit.
SUGGESTIONS: Keep a copy of all work you send through the mail. Always use sufficient postage.
Follow all rules completely.
ATTENTION! Previously published material as well as unpublished material may be entered. All entries
remain the property of the author and may be submitted elsewhere at the same time.
WINNERS: A second prize of $50 and a third prize of $25 will be awarded in all three categories.
Winners will be announced and awards mailed out six to eight weeks after deadline. Unclose a selfaddressed, stamped envelope to receive a winner's list. Decision of the Judge in each category Is final.
MAIL ALL BNTR1BS TO:

CADDO WRITING CENTER
P. O. Box 37679
Shreveport, Louisiana 71133-7679

Another Day For My Lost Secret Love
By Chip Rhodes
Tripod Columnist
I'm the kind of person who falls
in and out of,love with equal rap-idity. The scenario is always the
same. Within maybe a day or two,
I start thinking that she is the most
amazing thing since Pop Rocks and
then, almost inexplicably, she
starts acquiring character defects
that I never noticed when I was in
love with her. Before I know
what's happening, she has faded
into oblivion just like Pop Rocks
eventually did. I used to think that
this was an infatuation, but now I
know better. The reason? To put it
simply, there is a woman whose
image haunts my mind and whose
presence outshines all potential
competition • She is the image that
just recently has taken on a recognizable form. And what form it is!
It is not my mother. Freud
• missed the mark as many times as
he hit it. No, this female is much
older than my mother or, to be
more specific, she has been in print
WHAT'S THAT? ft
mi-m HIJACKING
IN New YORK?
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longer than my mother. In fact,
she is a mere arms length1 away
from me right now. You see my
bookcase contains, among other
more edifying works, the complete
chronicled adventures of my lovftlight — super sleuth Nancy Drew!
This Nancy Drew bears only incidental similarities to Pamela Sue
Martin, the actress who tried unsuccessfully to bring Nancy to life
in the short-lived Nancy Drew television series. Ms. Martin certainly tried her best, but there is
just no way any actress, no matter
how beautiful, intelligent, or selfassured, could do Nance justice. (I
get to call her Nance, but you have
to call her Ms. Drew.)
Just as George Burns made a
dissapointing God, so too Ms. Martin was doomed to fail. And yes, I
do think this is a valid question. If
you disagree then you're probally
too shallow to understand anyway.
You see, Nance entered my life
during trying times. I don't remember why I first picked her up
— the book I mean — but I remem-

ber very well that I could not do
without her once we'd met. She
was my sustenance, she was my
secret love. In the solitary world
of my room I greedily devoured
every, adv^rjttire the way a stoned
person devours anything that
might be food. I knew it was vicarious, but after a while the threshold between reality and fantasy
became mighty fuzzy.
Barely pubescent, I used to bolt
home from school to her. I despised school the way prisoners despise the shackles that might mock
their freedom. My gut would
tighten up whenever Nance's life
was in danger and my joy was
boundless when she finally unravelled the thread of the mystery. I
liked her friends Bess and George
only because Nancy did, and I felt
like a cuckolded husband evey time
Ned Nickerson strod into her life.
Many times I plotted Ned's demise
and only a last vestage of reality
kept me from trying out the death
grip on old Ned.
Now if I was reading Nance's
books for the first time today, it is

possible, if not entirely probable,
that I would not be so effected. I'd
probally feel threatened by her.
But when we did meet, I was afraid
of everyone and everything anyway) so 1 enlisted her on jmy side.
She would stand up for me, mollify'
my self-doubts, and I would satisfy
her need to help the helpless —
another one of her many virtous
qualities.
• One might wonder with just
cause why the Hardy Boys never
caught my fancy. The reason is
simple. Reading the Hardy Boys
was like being introduced to your
cousins who were handsome,
brave, athletic and liked to solve
mysteries whenever they had time
to kill. They reminded me of everything I was not. Their presence
only drew attention to what did
not need any more attention.
I have an admission to make. It's
embarassing and I only admit it
with reluctance and chagrin There
was also a physical side to my
obession. The image of Nancy in a
stapless evening gown was firmly
embedded in my head not to men-

tion my heart. The image of her
auburn hair softly caressing her
bare shoulders drove me mad with
desire. I was a burning fire and she
was gasoline. And whenever ahe
drove her convertible rbadstfer, I
remember that her hair used to
stream in the wind. I think you get
the idea.
Yet, sadly, as my timidity grad->
ually dissolved, so did our love affair. But herlegacy and her image
have never left me. The girls I
dated in high school, when I finally
started dating, faced the hopeless
task of competing with a girl that
was not only perfect, but fictional
besides. Herin lies my problem of
today. How can I forgt Nance and
accept other girls as they are, in- •
stead of how they stack up against
Nance. I want them to make allowences for my faults so I've got to
return the favor.
It will take some time, I know,
but I'm confident that I can do this.
I'd still like to find someone with
at least something in common with
my ex-secret love — like maybe a
convertible roadster. Yea, that'll
be perfect.
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By Andy Shepard
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Picture in your mind for a second last summer: remember the
beach, the car, your friends; the
concerts. I bet it was pretty fun.
Now imagine riding in a stranger's
car 2000 miles from home, on your
way to an unfamiliar state. While
there, you will begin selling books
door-to-door - living possibly without a residence to return to at
night. Well, that is how my summer began.
The company I worked for distrubted books. They prepare thousands of college and post-college
workers to. communicate to anyone and everyone about purchasing educational books. I joinedthe
corporate team last winter in hopes
of making truckloads of money,
gaining work experience, and
meeting thousands of families. I
received plenty of the latter two; I
didn't stay long enough to enjoy
the former.'
The first step in book sales is
learning the ropes. I always believed the act of sales was the simple process of explaining what is
to be bought, and then receiving of

check from a happy customer; of
course, I was much mistaken. In
the week of sales school, I memorized an amount of material equivalent to a graduate degree at
Harvard.
Now, the fun began. My sales
area was in Michigan, which is entirely different from my home,
Connecticut. There are no hills, no
ocean, no familiar faces there.
In order to find a place to live,
we went door-to-door asking for a
room, or calling upon chuches for
assisstance. Some students lived in
cheap motels for a week until they
could find some housing. My roommates and I found a room, which
was actually a converted nursery;
nice huh. At this time, I started
thinking of committing myself to a
mental institution.
But there is more, a lot more.
The first day of selling was one of
the most frighting experience of
my life second only to walking
down Broad St. Remember, that I
was a thousand miles from home
where foreign cars and Russian
tanks are one and the same. I felt
hot and cold, as I walked the two
odd miles with a thirty pound book

bag on my shoulder, and worst of
' all, I hadn't relieved myself of my
exectory process that morning.
After a long and unsuccessul
search for a restroom, I figured
that if the flood gates were to open
up on someone's porch, I would
have to go home and clean myself
up; and thus, get the rest of the
day off!
At the first door, I started my
approach, and I realized that I
wasn't making any sound - I had
frozen in fear. I couldn't talk,
breathe, or protect myself from the
front door that was hutling towards my face. After picking the
shatered pieces of my ego, things
went a little smoother and I made
a couple sales. 'Why did I quit ?'
you ask; well after a while, I got
tired of trying to convince many a
family dog that college salesmen
did not make very good meals for
Doberman pinschers.
Upon my return to Connecticut,
I put behind the long work days
and rode the Metro-north train into
New Cannan. I was never so glad
to see forgein cars in my life, or
hills, or the ocean...or Tinity...oops...
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RTS& ENTERTAINMENT
Cinestudio : Trinity's
Theater Organization
by Mary Sabatini

Have your been to a movie at
Cinestudio this year? If not, then
you are missing out on a special
treat. A project of the Trinity College Film Society, Cinestudio is a
professional organization run entirely by students.
Cinestudio came into existence
fifteen years ago with the help of
some interested film students.
Originally known as Krieble Auditorium, the building underwent a
three-and-a-half-year renovation.
The technical equipment, theater
furnishings, and building materials
were purchased with ticket sales
making the organization completely self-suppporting.
Exactly what makes Cinestudio
tick? Undoubtedly it is the support
and enthusiam of a few devoted
individuals. The coordinators are
Howard Blumstein and Andy
Newman. The following managers
works different nights of the week:
John Gregg, Elaine Khoury,
George Neill, Causten Stehle, and
Anne Kelly. In addition, Peter
McMorris and James Hanley are
two of the original workers who
have made important contributions to Cinestudio over the years.
These dedicated employees perform a number of responsibilities
that include booking films, handling contracts, promotion and
publicity, and managing the filming equipment Presently positions

are available for employment at
Cinestudio. Be sure to stop by if
you are interested.
Operations, such as Cinestudio,
often run into difficulties. Recently 20th Century Fox chose not
to send "The Gods Must Be Crazy"
but failed to pay a fee that accompanies such an action. The contract was clearly violated.
However, Cinestudio opted not to
file suit due to high expenses. The
people at Cinestudio are not dwelling on the dilemma considering
that problems are expected to arise
in business transactions.
Furthermore, Cinestudio has
proven to be one of the best theaters in the area. The quality of the
film presentations is outstanding.
Seventy millimeter projectors provide a clear picture on a gigantic
screen, and Dolby stereo sound decoding system(six track) is the
most recent technical achievement. Cinestudio was the first
theater in Connecticut to acquire
such advanced sound production.
Seven nights a week the avid
movie .fan can view foreign, domestic, classic, modern, art, or
commercial releases. Often films
are first run at Cinestudio such as
"Invitation Au Voyage." It is an
exciting time for the theater, as
student turn-out has increased
considerably. The workers are optimistic about the future and hope
for greater student involvement.
Indeed, Cinestudio should be commended for its excellent film productions, devoted workers, and
independence over the years.

Upcoming Cultural
N.Y. Gallery Lecture
The Hartford Art School's first
event in the 1985-86 Dean's Lecture Series will be a talk Monday,
Oct. 7 by the vice president of New
York's Marlborough Gallery.
Jack Mognaz will discuss "The
Challenge of Being an Aritist Today" at 7:30 p.m. in the Joseloff
Gallery. The talk is open to the
public.
Mognaz has been at the Marlborough Gallery, considered one of the
city's most prestigious and controversial galleries, for 12 years. The.
gallery has represented the works
of such artists as Henry Moore,
Red Grooms, Larry Rivers, Altoon
Sultan, Francis Bacon, Neal Wellever and Ron Kitaj.

Poetry Circuit Selection Committee and the five poets will be announced in December.
While on tour each poet will receive $35 for each reading, $5 of
which is to be considered travel
expenses.
Trinity has had a poet almost
every year since the contest
started. Last year the poet was
Mara Eilenberg.

Port Pleasant Jazz

The Wednesday Noon Reportory
of Center Church will present the
Port Pleasant Jazz Band on Sep. tember 25. The group, led by Ed
French, will play a program of traditional jazz favorites in the Meeting House on the corner of Main
and Gold Streets. The band con-,
sists of coronet, clarinet, tenor sax,
piano, double bass, drums and
Conn. Poetry Contest
trombone.
All programs are open to the
general public as a ministry of
Center Church. Please call the
Again this year the Connecticut
Church House before 4:00 p.m. on
Poetry Circuit will be selecting
Monday at 249-5631 for lunch and
several undergraduate poets to
tour colleges to read their own po- program reservations at a $3.00
suggested donation. Bring your
etry. Each college in the state must
own lunch without reservation for
choose one undergraduate poet to
coffee, tea and program at a $1.50
represent his/her college.
suggested donation.
Students interested in entering.
Trinity's contest to choose our
nominee must submit five copies
Photography Exhibit
of four pages of poetry by Noon,
Thursday, October 10, ,1985 to
Hartford's Pump House Gallery,
Hugh Ogden in the English Delocated in the recently renovated
partment. The student's name
pumping station in the southeast
should not appear on the poems
corner of Bushnell Park, is proud
but should be printed with his/her
to announce its second exhibit
address, telephone number and
which will feature the photographs
year in college on a separate sheet
of Alfred Eisenstaedt. It will run
attached to the poems.
.from September 16 to December
The Trinity representative will
15.
^ubmit poems to a•
C t
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On View at the Wadsworth Atheneum
by Andrew C. Blume

On a recent visit to the Wadsworth Atheneum, on my way to
the famous Caravaggio, I passed
through the Huntington Gallery
containing nineteenth century European painting. Despite its small
size, I was impressed by the
breadth of the collection. In these
fe\v rooms, we see tbe works of

Events
Eisenstaedt, frequently described as the father of photojournalism, is best known for simple
but probing images he was able to
capture both in Germany and in
America, as one of the four original photographers for Life Magazine, for which he worked for over
forty years. In Germany his talents led him to such cities as Berlin
and Munich, during the beginning
of Hitler's occuption in the 1920's
and 30's and over 50 years later in
1979 and 1980. His photographs
range from portraits of celebrities
such as Marlene Dietrich to that of
the anonymous bystander.
The Gallery is open from 11:00
a.m. to 2:00 p.m., Monday through
Friday, and by appointment. For
more information or to schedule an
appointment, contact the Office of
Cultural Affairs at 722-6493.

Turner, Delacroix, Corot, Gross
and Van Gogh, just to name a few;
these paintings exemplify most of
the prevalent schools of European
painting between 1780 and 1900.
The classical tradition of Poussin
and David is represented by J. A.
D. Ingres and his 1844 portrait of
Ferdinande Phillippe, Due d'Orle-.
ans. The warm hugh and the care
with which we see the work executed reveal Ingre' s skill as an accomplished draughtsman and
portraitist. In the face of this
Duke, there is a calm, confident
air, bordering on the arrogant,
which is typical of the nobility during the restoration.
• For those interseted in the devlopment of painting in this century, a development which led to
the Impressionists, the museum
possesses J. M. W. Turner's "Van
Tromp's Schallop at the Entrance
of the .Scheldt," executed circa
1832. This early composition derives from the Dutch seventeenth
century tradition of maritime
painting. Yet to this naval picture,
Turner brings his own feeling for
light and color. In the sea and sky,
we see hints of the artist's later
"vortex" style.
J. B. C. Corot uses color to bring
alive a small country town in his

"Church at Lormes," executed
circa 1841, which is placed in a
standing vitrine in the corner of
one of the gallery's rooms, and
which can easily be missed.The
work, although executed after the
discovery of the artist by the "establishment," preserves the warm
quality of his earlier works and is
in no way either hackneyed or
trite.
Along with the traditional, academic paintings and the transitional works, the Impressionists
are generously represented in the
gallery. Although the Wadsworth's collection is small, the
works themselves are of good
quality and represent, the many
facets of the Impressionist era. A
Monet landscape of the beach at
Trouville, executed in 1870, is
reminiscent of his "Terrace at
Saint Addresse" in the Metropolitan; and there is another charming
Norman beach scene by Eugene
Boudin which hangs next to the
Monet. Also worth noting is a Degas double portrait and a self-portrait by Van Gogh.
The Nineteenth Century gallery
at the Wadsworth Atheneum is a
small gem which should not be
overlooked on a visit to the museum.
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Dance for UnDancers
The Dance for Undancers program, a program in dance exercise, will take place Tuesdays and
Thursdays from September 23
through December 8. All sessions
run from 5:30 to 7:00 p.m. on
Tuesdays at Immanuel Church and
Thursdays at the Moving Union.
Registration costs .$70.00, For
more information, call 236-6773.

An Evening of Dance
The Connecticut College Dance
Department is sponsoring Mark
Taylor & Friends in a dance exhibition on September 19 and September 20 at 8:00 p.m. The
exhibition will occur at Connecticut College in Palmer Auditorium.
Admission is $5.00 for the general
public and $2.00 to those with a
college I.D.
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Editorial
TRINITY TRIPOD

Top-ranking
There has been alot OT talk recently regarding the
international influence the United States has over the
internal situation in South Africa. Everyone in this country
agrees that the racial policy of aparthied is an abhorent
one that should be abolished. How it should be abolished,
however, is a topic of considerable debate. The rightous
indignation with which so many Americans analyze the
situation in South Africa is truly amazing
How much do we really know about the situation in
South Africa? Do we form our opinions on the situation
purely through simple-minded analysis of the evening
news or do we merely fall in line with the preconceived
notions our personal political philosophy esposes?
Two American "leaders" of extreme wings of the political spectrum recently made fools of themselves following so-called fact-finding missions to South Africa.
Over a year ago, Teddy Kennedy traveled with his son
to South Africa in the hopes of speaking to blacks in
troubled regions of that country. (The 1988 presidential
campaign had nothing to. do with it, we were assured.)
Kennedy was not welcomed by the blacks, who questioned his. sincerity. Then, of course, there are the recent
exploits of Jerry Falwell. Mr. Rightousness returned from
Africa and nearly endorsed aparthied simply because it
fit his conservative idiology.
A word of caution to those on both sides of the political
spectrum on this one. Some of the most important players
in dismantling aparthied are potentionally unsuited to
carry out their assigned roles.
The first, surprisingly enough, may be President Reagan. Reagan recently told an Atlanta radio station that
segregation in South Africa had been eliminated. Although he later issued a retraction on that statemment,
one has to question the quality of advice the President
is receiving. .
The second man has been described by the media as
"the jailed leader of the black African National Congress." He is, of course, Nelson Mandela, terrorist and
violent Marxist-Lennist revolutionary. (And that is not
conservative rhetoric.) In recent interviews with American
newspapers, Mandela has reaffirmed his Marxist-Lennist
goals for South Africa. The African National Congress
says it does not espouse any particular political system
for a post-aparthied South Africa - yet its leader, its
hero, its psuedo-martyr says he would install a communist system if he were to succeed in his violent
overthrow of the government. Make no mistake about
Mandela and the ANC, its post-aparthied government will
not be friendly to the United States.
So, is it possible to sucessfully dismantle aparthied
without a bloody civil war that may leave South Africa
as divided and as devastated as Lebanon? Yes, but only
if two current trends are stopped.
First, the U.S. must take an active role in endorsing
a black leader other than Nelson Mandela. The Reagan
Adminstration should pressure the Botha government to
negotiate with more moderate blacks such as Bishop
Desmond Tutu to devise a fair, long-term plan for ridding
South Africa of aparthied.
Second, U.S. politicians on Captiol Hill must not fall
into the trap of making South Africa a political issue.
What is happening now is that the issue has become
so much of a political hot-potato in Congress that helping
blacks in Africa has taken a back seat to nonsensical
politicians falling over each other in attempts to outliberal themselves. The sanctions proposals of the President and Congress are very similar in nature - what we
see now is extremists on both sides of the aisle using
the issue for egotistical public relations springboards.
"This is no longer an issue of what's good for South
Africa," Senate Majority Leader Robert Dole told The
New York Times, "This is now a raw political issue."

The For Side

ETTERS
Liberal Rhetoric Flawed
To the Editor:
Briget McCormack's world outlook, in "In the News" (Tripod,
September 10) seems distorted by
an ideology that addresses many
complex issues without hinting at
a thotough consideration of its
consequences.
First of all, I will address her
unfair analogy between South Africa and Nazi Germany. Although
institutionalized discrimination is
abhorent in any form, the deaths

You Were
Oppressed
To the Editor:
A Chip Rhodes had an article
published in the last (first) Tripod
entitled "The liffle faggot with the
earring and the make-up..." where
he described going to a bar with
eye make-up on because he wondered why that sort of thing makes
people upset. He was verbally hassled in the bar and left. His felling:

of six-million at the hands of the
Nazis cannot be compared to the
number killed — or even threatened-in South American confrointations. The analogy between
Hitler's Reich and the Botha regime shows that she does not fully
understand the gravity of "six-million".
In addition, Miss McCormack's
lack of hope has already been
proven unfounded. In recent days,
the South African government has
offered dual citizenship to residents of the tribal homelands. It
has also sponsored a government
panel which recommended the abolition of Pass Laws-a resolutioin
that carries considerable weight.
Apparently, the pressures on
South Africa are causing relatively
rapid changes without the undesirable uccurence of national revolution.
Yet when it comes to fighting
injustice in Central America, Mis
McCormack faces the opposite direction. Here we have the Contra
rebels desperately trying to overthrow a communist rgime. Marxism is, by design, suppresive of
freedom. But her negative response to U.S. humanitarian aid
contradicts the ideological support
•
for South Africa's blacks. She re-

"I didn't feel oppressed, only
silly."
Sorry buddy, for two reasons: 1)
that you had an unpleasand moment, and 2) that you didn't seem
to realize that whenever you do
anything insincerely, i.e. acting
like"...amateur sociologists wearing: eye make-up" it doesn't work.
You have a demand, but no supply
(of internal Certainty) and therefore no profit. Whereas the flapdoodle that fills many textbooks.
If you want to wear make-up in
a bar, go toa place that is more
open minded along the lines of
being more tolerant of that sort of
thing - not necessarilly a gay bar,
but obviously one that would have
a higher percentage of people who
lead an "examined life," and feel
they can even learn something
from you. Finding/making those
places is up to your own intelligence.
Just because you can't fight the
river doesn't mean it can't take
you places. Learn to navigate, so
the.
larger
mindless
ships(dinosaurs) don't crush you.
On the whole, we are amazingly,
amazingly, amazingly intolerant of
eccentricity "from the Redwood
Forest to the New York Island."
If you feel silly, you oppress
yourself. But reacting against feeling silly by feeling PROUD ("to be
and American" etc.) is another way
to oppress yourself. Just be. DO
(what you do with Certainty).
As they say, a slave is a person
who waits for someone else to set
them free, (you're free; do it)
• Amen
Peter Limnios,
Class of 1986

.
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jects the idea of nonmilitary aid to
the rebels on the grounds that it
will only allow them to independently increase their arsenals. In effect, she claims that-through this
aid-the U.S. Government will indirectly promote the atrocities of
Contra military strategy.
In response to this, I would like
to point that most wars come fully
equipped with an assortment of
"atrocities." Wars (and other ideological confrontations) are rarely
"humanitarian" events. Unfortunately, they are the tragedy of human existence.
Our government should be commended for avoiding full-fledged
military involvement, while expressing its committment to repelling the gradual advance of
communist opression. When we allow the noble objectives, of the Nicaraguan rebels and of South
Africa's black to color our
thoughts, we should also consider
what our powerful nation can do
to promote freedom in other countries. This is not imperialism, as
the Soviets call it. It is fulfilling a
sense of global responsibility to defend our indeological cousins.
Stephen L. Steinberg
Class of 1987
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OMMENTARY
Open Windows
KATHRYN GALLANT
Brooke Shields is the kind of person I love to hate. Some people
may find this a bit harsh, but I beg
you to consider her latest invasion
into our collective privacy, On
Your Own. In it Brooke plays her
greatest role to date, that of the
perky Princeton co-ed. When I received the advance publicity copy
of the book this summer, I quickly
scanned the volume and breathed
a huge sigh a relief. Finally, after
years of troubled confusion someone was going to answer the question that had been burning in my
soul since I was old enough to
pronounce "puberty": Brooke was
going to teach me how to be the
perfect woman. I had somehow miraculously managed "on my own."
for twenty-one years without the
benefit of her infinite wisdom, but
nonetheless, seeing her book lifted
a huge weight off my mind.
If any of you have ever had the
opportunity to see Brooke grace
the silver screen, you know that
most of her parts require her to
simply be in varying stages of undress at all times, and that, with
the exception of a few not-so-wellplaced sighs of adolescent ecstasy,
she has the personality of wood.
Not oak or rosewood, mind you;
no, we're talking pine here. We're
talking some serious naughahyde,
fiberboard. . .pine.
Anyway, back to the book. My
favorite section is definitely the
one entitled "What My Virginity
Means to Me." Allow me to treat
you to a few enticing tidbits:
I'm milling to admit that I'm a virgin because I feel so strongly about
it. Believe it or not, I'm not as unusual as you might think. Like me,
there are plenty of college girls who
don't want to be bogged down with
demanding involvements or have to
be concerned with the emotional or
physical consequences of sex. For
the time being, we're more concerned with getting ahead and
making the most of our creative potential.
First, if Brooke-baby has any
creative potential, I'll eat a whole
package of Mr. T. Gold Chain Bubble Gum, and secondly, I can't believe the blatant hypocrisy from

the girl who got her start in showbusiness by playing a child-prostitute in "Pretty Baby" and then
went on to make celluoide (not cellulite, god forbid) history with such
gems as "Endless Love," and
"Blue Lagoon." This girl makes
me want to gag.
Brooke also gives young college
women, whom she no doubt envisions as starving for her pearls of
knowledge, a number of useful tips
to avoid gaining tonnage at the
-dining hall:
Let's face it. The only way to avoid
dining hall disaster and the resulting "freshman 15" is to discipline
yourself by sticking to your diet no
matter what. You might want to
consider these dining hall diversionary tactics: What you can't fit
on your tray, you can't have. If you
behave yourself in the dining hall
and' stick and stick to your diet,
you can indulge in an occasional
slice of pizza or dish of ice cream
and still stay thin. Id rather be
overweight than smoke. Yukk. I've
got better things to do with my leisure time than fry my brains.
As Jack Nicholson would say,
"words to live by, Brooke, words
to live by."
After lengthy analysis, I have
come to the conclusion that the
main purpose of On Your Own is
to show countless pages of Brooke
in a leotard, bouncing her perky,
smoke-free hair around. The end
result will probably be that a lot of
high school girls will run out and
buy the book, thinking that it is
the key to their college success and
how the hell did they ever manage
to even wash their faces without
Brooke telling them which direction to rotate their wash cloths. Of
course, the really important result
will be that Brooke will rake in a
zillion dollars, and keep dating
"hunks" like Tom Selleck and Michael Jackson (talk about yukk).
She'll never go "all the. way",,
though, because she treasures her
virginity.
The editorial board has provided
the accompanying Brooke Shields
cut-out mask, for your convenience.
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WARNING: Do not look in mirror or operate heavy machinery
while wearing your new Brooke
Shields fashion eyewear. The
Tripod assumes no responsibility
for any loss of identity sustained
by the user of the new Brooke

Shields fashion eyewear. Proceeds to benefit the Jeane Kirkpatrick Brigade of the contras in
Nicaraqua, the Afghani rebels,
Farm-Aid, Live-Aid, Band-Aid,
AIDS research, Kool-Aid, First-

Aid, John Delorean, Tony Dorsett, Joanna Carson, Walter
Mondale, Wayne Asmus, Mark
Greenland, and to those stranded
soles in the "Dowville's" of temporary housing.

Trading with Most Favored Nations
George F. Will
WASHINGTON - You can not
toss a brick in Washington without
conking someone eager to impose
economic sanctions against South
Africa. That fact should help Congress keep short its forthcoming
debate about whether there should
be "most favored nation" status
for China, Hungary, Afghanistan
and Romania.
MFN status involves access to
reduced import duties, credits and
other preferences amounting to
subsideis. China got MFN status
in the 1970's and is considered special because...well, it is big and
therefore..-Besides, the regime is
only "so-called communist" President Reagan, on the return trip
from China, spoke of the "so-called
Communist Chinease."
Some State Department officials
consider Hungary, wich has MFN
status, proof that the a therapeutic
U.S. policy can move a Soviet satellite toward stealthy independence from Moscow. You say the
independence in invisible? Silly
you. That just proves how stealthy
it is. And never mind the fact that
Mikhail Gorbachev's policy toward
Eastern Europe is neo- (why
should America have all the
"fteos"?) -Stalinism. Pravda is busy
denouncing the classic sins of"
"revisionism", "national communism", "national tendancies",
"Russophobia", and "anti-Sovietism."
Regarding China and Hungary,
Washington is, perhaps, incorrigible. But why even discuss MFN
status for Afghanistan and Romania? The decision regarding Afghanistan
is
economically
unimportant. Afghanistan's only
significant export is its population,
approximately one-third of which
is in refugee camps abroad. Romania is a more interesting case,
if only because the argument
against Romania is not significantly weaker than the argument
against Afghanistan, yet a sizeable

State Department lobby supports
Romania.
Recently Romania produced
some toilet paper containing Biblical words such as "Esau", "Israel," "Satan." As manyu as
20,000 Bibles sent to Romania in
the 1970's were seized and recycled into toilet paper. Romania has
cited its willingness to permit the
shipments of Bibles as evidence of
its independence, liberality and eligibility for MFN status.
In. his 1983 Christmas homily,
the Rev. Gaza Palfi, 43, protested
a government edict makin Christmas a "day of labor." He was arrested and died three months later
of internal injuries. In spite of severe anti-religous policies, church
attendance in Romania is higher
than in any Eastern European nation other than Poland. This phenomenon, which is evidence on
intense dissatisfaction with the regime, is cited by the regime.as evidence of its toleration.
In the United States, we debate
the registration of guns.' In Romania, typwritefs must be registered with the police. Psychiatric
"hospitals" are used for torture of
dissidents. To aquire MFN staus, •
Romania formally ended a confiscatory "education reparation tax"
on those who wished to emigrate.
The tax is now collected, unofficially, in bribes. Concerned about
the low birth rate, the government
submits women workers to mandatory gynecological- examinations.
The Helsinki Watch Committee
considers Romania "one of the
worst human rights offenders in
Eastern Europe." Romanian actions violate, comprehensively,
Romanian law and the nation's international undertakings, including the obligation to allow U.S.
citizens to exercise inheritance
rights or receive or receive just
compensation for property held in
Romania.
After three and a half years in

Bucharest, the U.S. Ambassador,
David Funderburk, who speaks
Romanian and studied there for
two years, resigned to express his
exasperation with the State Department's unshakable faith that
Romania's President Ceausescu
conducts a significantly independent foreign policy. The evidence for
this "independence" is an assortment of acts, such as Romania's
participation in the 1984 Olympics,
acts that are, singly and cumulatively, small beer.
;
Ambassador Funderburk says
his embassy staff "observed a
large Soviet presence in Romania
that was ot welcome news to some
offiialsin Washington. On our own
initiative we look in registries,
checked schools, traced license
plates and came up with an ungodly number of resident Soviets,
including Soviet agents in factories monitoring Romanian exports
to the Soviet Union."
Romania's occasional rudeness
may annoy the Kremlin. Romania
criticized the invasions of Czechoslovakia and Afghanistan, did not
break diplomatic relations with Israel after the 1967 war and does
not permit Soviet military maneuvers on Romanian soil. But such
gestures hardly constitute independence.
They are dust in those eyes, including State Department eyes,
that do not want to see Romania's
complete compliance with the
Kremlin's two paramount requirements — domestic Stalinism and
support in the military-industrial
complex that is the Soviet Union.
The Romanian regime has harshly
criticized Poland's Solidarity
movement, and has integrated its
intelligence service with the Soviet's East-bloc network."
Tees, which only God can make,
die sothat debates, which Congress makes can be transcribed on
paper. The coming debate on MFN
status should not cost too many
trees.

Out of context:
Current Quotes: "One
man one vote is a fanatical abstraction of self-government that
not even the United States tolerates institutionally."
-William F. Buckley Jr.

"Informers, policemen, army
personnel living and working
among our people must be eliminated."
•Radio Broadcast by the African
National Congress '••.-.

"It just proves that you don't
have to have brains to make a lot
of money."
-Pete Rose after breaking Ty
Cobb's record
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ORLD OUTLOOK
First Things First In South Africa
by Bridget McCormack
World Outlook Editor

I think that by now we can all
agree that South Africa's apartheid is abhorrent. Old news, right?
I find it extremely interesting,
however, the way in which different arguments surrounding the
apartheid issue change in popularity as South Africa's policies of
repression and murder become
more and more visible.
When the issue first broke out
the argument was about the immorality of apartheid in general.
Clearly this is no longer the thing
to debate. As I said before, any
rational person is aware of apartheid's inexcusable lack of ethicality.

have done, they are welcome. The
A.N.C. is not a communist movement."

Government, the most flimsy of
public relations shams, as the perfect example of this.
I think it is fair for me to say,
then, that as a country dedicated
to freedom and individuality, the
system of apartheid violates our
moral fiber as a nation. And,
therefore, as a nation, we have a
responsibility to act on that, to respond appropriately.
It seems that now the popular
thing to argue about concerning
apartheid is the African National
Congress and who will rule next in
South Africa. Richard A. Viguerie,
publisher of the Conservative Digest, predicts that if apartheid is
abolished "The real rulers of South
Africa would be white and Soviet." People are worried about the
A.N.C.'s communist members in-

It seems clear to me that these
cries of communism are one last
attempt to postpone the abolition
of apartheid. And it is a pathetic
attempt at that. The loud yelling
of "Commuphobes" does not
soften the screams of black South
Africa.
The fear of what might one day
be a problem does not help better
what now is the problem. As Matabone said "The issue in South
Africa is fascism not communism.
The issue is racism, not a Soviet
takeover. Our people do not need
anyone to tell them who is killing
their- children, who has robbed
them of their land and cattle, and

In The News

"I was not nearly as ill-informed as many of you have made it out tha
I was...I was talking about the specific things of segregation, of tabor
and the new things that have taken place with regard to labor and
things of that kind."
President Reagan during a news conference Friday, referring to his recent assertion that
segregation has been eliminated in South Africa.

BRIDGET MCCORMACK
Next we argued over what to do
about it. Our very uninformed
President suggested "constructive
engagement", while others argued
for economic sanctions and some
for total divestment. I think even
this argument is now passe. Any
normally responsible person knows
that direct economic sanctions are
at least in order.
After all, a country's position on
an issue is expressed by its actions
not by its words. Words are usually rhetoric and nothing more. I
cite President Reagan's strong
warnings to the South African

eluding their jailed leader Nelson
Mandela. What is the A.N.C.'s ultimate goal? Could it be to set up
a communist regime?
Dumi Matabone is the A.N.C.
representative in Washington. He
answered some of these questions
in a recent letter to The New York
Times. "In a reply to Mr. Viguerie's question if the A.N.C.'s goal
was democracy, I said, yes, democracy is our goal...Yes, communists,
black and white, are in the ranks
of the A.N.C. and have been there
for over 50 years. If capitalists,
black or white, wish to join us and
sacrifice their lives as communists

BLOOM COUNTY
now condemns them to 13 percent
of the most barren land in the
country of their birth."
The latest popular argument
seems to be merely for the sake of
procrastination. I object to the
wasted time. We should keep in
mind that our moral make up as a
country is being violated right now
by the apartheid system, This is
the problem, not the possibility of
communists within the A.N.C. Let
us keep on track.
And let us get back to our appropriate response. President Reagan's sanctions just do not cut it.
We can do much better.
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Using Apartheid For Political Hardball
by Hillary Davidson
President Reagan held a press
conference on Monday, September
9. And in this dramatic forum he
issued an executive order imposing limited sanctions on South Africa, Could this move meam that
Reagan has undergone a political
metamorphosis? Has he abandoned his conservative position of
"constructive engagement" in favor of the liberals' economic sanctions? Conservatives can rest easy
for the answer to both of these
questions is a resounding "no."
Experts agree that Reagan's
sanctions wili have very little, if
any, effect on the South African
economy. For instance, Reagan
banned the export of nuclear technology to South Africa. Yet, President Carter during his term in
office had already banned the export of nuclear technology and its
related products. Most likely,
South Africa has already adjusted
to this restriction and will turn
elsewhere to purchase the nuclear
technology it needs.
Other sanctions include: an export ban on computers to South
African agencies that enforce the
policy of apartheid, a ban on loans
to the South African Government
exeepot those loans which 'improve the economic opportunities,
or educational, housing and health
facilities that are open and accessible to South Africans of all
races," and an import ban on South
Africa's gold coin, the Krugerrand, pending consultation with
the General Agreement on Tariffs
, and Trade. Critics charge that
President Reagan's executive order was merely a device to please
Americans who were beginning to
become impatient with'his policy
of constructive engagement without inciting the anger of South Af-

rican President, P.W. Botha.
Randall Robinson, co-chairman
of the Free South Africa movement, remarked that "The executive order and speech were
designed to help him (Reagan) reconcile his reflexive sympathy, for
the white minority government of
South Africa with the building opposition to his program of constructive engagement in the
United States." A true desire to
help black South Africans, some
say, was not at the root of his motivation to impose the sanctions.
Instead, Reagan's executive order
showed Reagan playing politics as
only Reagan can.
The White House as much as admitted that Reagan issued his
sanctions to avoid a clash with
Congressional Republicans. Before the August recess, a HouseSenate conference approved a
tougher sanctions bill; it had already passed the House and was
heading toward probable passage
in the Senate when Reagan signed
his order. Had he not, he most
likely would have vetoed the
House-Senate bill once it reached
his desk. It is common knowledge
that his veto would have been overridden. Reagan acted to keep his
party intact and to save himself
and his foreign policy from embarrassment and rejection. He illusjtrated in dramatic fashion that: it
was he who was'going to control
foreign policy, not Congress. '
In the eyes of many middle-ofthe-road Americans, Reagan became a moral and ethical symbol
by reacting in a manner consistent
with the American democratic philosophy of freedom and equality.
Reagan's act also brought him all
of the benefits that a sound political act could bring. Yet, far from
diffusing the sticky political and
moral apartheid issue for Congressional Republicans, Reagan's sanc-

tions only complicated the matter.
In Congress tempers were flaring; anger and hostility were
growing rapidly. Unfortunately to'
say, at the heart of the matter was
, not the moral and ethical dimensions of apartheid, but pure partisan politics. The year might be
1985, but for many legislators, it
could well be 1986 or 1988, both
crucial election years. Both Democrats and Republicans are playing
politics with an issue that could de• termine the outcome of the
Congressional* and Presidential
elections.
For the most part, Republicans
voted with Democrats on the
House-Senate sanctions bill. Impatient with the President's inaction- on the issue, Republicans
worried that if they did not, the
Democrats would accuse them of
being apathetic about apartheid
and call into question their morality.
After Reagan signed his executive order, the Senate Republican
leadership sought to filibuster the
Congressional sanction's to save
Reagan from having to veto the
bill. The Democrats fought Jor a
cloture vote to end the delay. The
Republicans were faced with the
difficult task of having to choose
between voting with the Democrats to invoke cloture, thus inciting the anger of the White House
and the Senate Republican leadership (not a very good thing to do if
they find that they need help from
high-ranking Republicans in their
upcoming elections), or siding with
; the White House thereby leaving
themselves wide open for attacks
from the Democrats.
On Tuesday, September 10th in
the Senate, twelve Republicans (six
of them up for re-election in 1986)
voted with forty-one Democrats to
end the filibuster. The vote was
defeated. Two Republicans who

voted for the tougher sanction bill
on Tuesday, were persuaded by the
White House and Senate Majority
Leader Robert Dole to vote against
cloture on Wednesday. One of
those Republicans, Senator Arlen
Spector of Pennsylvania, has already felt the consequences of that
decision and has gotten a bitter
taste of what is to come.
Scarcely two hours after he
voted with the White House, Representative. Bob Edgar (Demo.Penn.), who has his eye on Spector's Senate seat, distributed an
attack on Spector throughout the
state. "Where was Arlen Spector?" — so the statement demands. "Alien Spector was
casting a vote in favor of politics
over principle, a vote that denies
his own previous record in support
of sanctions against the government of South Africa."
And, in yet another move by
Democrats to challenge the Republicans, ten members of the
Congressional Black Caucus (all
House Democrats) walked onto the
Senate floor before the cloture
vote on Wednesday, noting to the
Senators that they were the only
black faces on the Senate floor.
The Democrats, armed with a morality issue that carries with it the
weight of. the black and progressive vote, are going to press this
issue as hard and as much as they
can.
Meanwhile, the Republicans,
desperately trying to quell the
whole issue, showed that they were
up to their old tricks again. After
the third cloture vote was defeated, Sen. Bob Dole physically
removed the report from the Senate Chamber thereby preventing
the Democrats to ask for another
cloture vote, according to the rules
of parliamentary procedure. Mr.
Helmke, a spokesman for Senator
Richard Lugar, said, "It was ap-
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parent that the Democrats wanted
to engage in nothing more than
partisan bickering." The Democrats hope to tack the bill as an
amendment onto another bill. So,
the exchange of harsh words continues...
For now, Reagan's executive act
has put the Republicans on the defensive and has jeopardized their
chances for re-election. But, more
impoortantly, this apartheid debate has stirred up emotions and
brought to the- surface underlying
tensions: tensions between the
White House and Congressional
Republicans, between Democrats
and Republicans, and most significantly, between blacks and whites.
These tensions are not likely to
fade in the distant future. Rather,
as the elections draw closer and as
more blood spills in South Africa,
they are doomed only to
worsen.
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ORLD OUTLOOK
Looking Forward To Geneva : Ban Space Weapons
by Laura Evangelista

Recently, President Reagan has
voiced his optimism about the upcoming arms limitations talks with
the Soviets on November 19th. He
has stated how much the U.S. is
ready to give up in quest of nuclear
disarmament, "We have offered
major reductions in strategic and
intermediate weapons as well as
lowering of the level of conventional forces." Reagan, however,
has failed to mention the major
stumbling block in arms disarmament: the militarization of space.
The United States has not responded to the Soviet proposition
of taking drastic measures in reducing their nuclear weapons if the
United States testing is not halted.
In the Geneva talks in January,
the United States decided to continue research on anti-satellite
weapons (ASAT) against the Soviets request. Now, with the Geneva
talks upon us once agsin, the
United States closes the door to
possible regotiations on ASAT.
Last year, congress approved
three tests but said they could be
conducted only if REagan certified
'"that the United States was endeavoring in good faith' to negotiate the 'strictest
possible
limitations' on anti-satellite weap-

ons; that pending such an agreement, testing was necessary;, to
avert clear and irrevocavable harm
to the national security'." On August 20th, President Reagan certified congress that this was
legimate.
Four House members and a
group of scientists disagree with
Reagan; they have filed a case the
federal court stating that Reagan
has falsely certified to congress
and has not tried to negotiate on
arms. The Air Force is expected to
launch a prototype of tis anti-sattellite on Friday, September 13,
unless the court rules otherwise.
While the United States' research of the militarization of
space has certainly caught the Soviets' attention, it must be decided
if the ASAT program is to continue. The United. States seems determined not to give up testing and
the Soviets are now threatening to
start their own testing which was
put into moratorium in 1983.
Without some bending on both the
United States and Soviet sides on
the militarization of space, it does
not seem that much will be accomplished at the upcoming talks. Gorbachev and Reagan can talk all
they want about strategic and intermediate range missiles. The underlying
problem
is
the
militarization of space and until
that is dealt with, the advancement of arms limitations will continue to be a stalemate.

BLOOM COUNTY
by Berke Breathed

Responding To Celibacy Issue

0P(J5>
by Anthony Beavers

As a student who is and has been
studying for the Roman Catholic
Priesthood for the last four years,
I wish to respond to the article in
last week's "Tripod", "On Challenging the Celibate Priesthood".
The institution of celibacy in the
12th Century did depict women as
"an occasion of sin". Granted. But,
as often happens within the working of institutions, reasons change.
There has been a continual call for
a redefinement of celibacy since
the Second Vatican Council and
this call has continually answered.
Allow me to respond to last weeks
article in the spirit of Vatican II,
keeping in mind that this is 1985.
"CEibacy is like a wall." Is it
really? To answer this question one
needs to explore the meaning and
implications of celibacy. In traditional terms, celibacy means the
abstinence from sex. A marked
distinction can be made. Sexuality
is that element of a person that
draws him/her towards other people. It is not necessarliy lust, however. Sexuality calls us to gbe
compassionate, understanding,
and willing to reach out to others.
With this definition in mind, a goal
of the minister should be to cultivate a healthy understanding, of
his/her sexuality, whether minister be married or not. Through this
process, the minister can be more
effective as a "helper" or humanity. Within celibacy this process of
coming to terms with one's sexuality does not entail a suppression of
sexual thoughts and feelings, but
rather, a sublimation of the libido
into active, and in a sense, "sexual" ministry.
,
Often times, a person is attracted, to a celibate lifestyle in order to escape from the difficulties
that might come from unnecessarily felt guilt for sexual feelings. If
a young man manages to make it

through eight years of seminary
formation without dealing with his
sexuality and guilt for sexual feelings, it is quite possible that celibacy will be for him a wall which
separates him from his congregation. In the seminary of forth years
ago and earlier, it was easy for a
student to get by without going
through a process of sexual maturation. But, that was then and this
is now. Today, the trend in American seminaries is to structure programs that push the seminarian
along in his sexual developement
so that he might come to terms
with himself, thus, being feed from
the guilt and neurosses that often
accompany
sexual
feelings.
Through a process of sexual maturation a seminarian can grow
into a sexual, celibate priest, and
be quite capable of communicating
directly with his congregation,
(this is not to say that a married
priest could not do the same). With
this view of sexuality, no longer
are women "an occasion for sin".
To the argument tliat a single
priest cannot relate to married
couples I respond with the following: The difficulty entailed with
sharing ourselves with people from
different walks of life is a problem
no matter where you go. No more
can a priest relate to the married
couple than the rich to the poor,
the free to the oppressed, or the
blind to those who see. Is it necessary for one to have gone
through an experience before one
can be empathic to another going
the through the same experience?
It does not seem so. Perhaps, it is
true that experience is the best
teacher; but it certainly is not the
only one.
Along the lines, I hardly think it
fair to say the "priest only comprehends marriage in its religious
sense.'1 As a sexual human being
who is not necessarily isolated
from intimacy and who knows the
meaing of friendship, he is capable
of recognizing that love between

two human beings is more than
just a "religious" expression. He
is aware that married life is not all
fun and games; nor is it just a series of quasi-mystical experiences.
At this point in time, it is true
that, "You can't be a priest if you
are woman or marry one." I am
sorry this is so. But, the ordination
of women is an issue different from
that of celibacy. These two issues
should not be coupled together to
make it appear that the entire
clergy of the Church is directed
against women. (Though, at times
I must confess that it might seem
this way)
Is the Church's celibate position
clearly impractical? It seems to me
that the vocation crisis cannot be
blamed on celibacy entirely. Perhaps a more significant cause for
the decline of vocations is the humanization of the priest that- took
paiacxe at the time of Vatican II.
(There can be no doubt that optional celibacy would raise the
numbers in the seminary; but, the
voaction cirisis is not necessarily a
bad thing. With fewer and fewer
priests it is becoming more and
more essential that lay people become involved in Church matters,
involved to the same extent called
for in the Documents of Second
Vatican Council).
In all my years of seminary, I
have never once heard that celibacy was impractical. When one
considers finances and time-management it seems to be about the
most practical thing around.
With thses things written, the
debate of celibacy remains open. It
was not my wish to take a side in
this debate. I did, however, wish
to show that the reasons supporting optional celibacy must be other
than those presented in last week's
article. The question is a difficult
one and is currrenlty being "effectively" examined, by both psychologists and theologians. Time
will tell the rest of the story.
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CONNPIRG
With the advent of the new academic year all of us are busy organizing and gearing up for the
months to come. As it begins its
twelfth year at Trinity, CONNPIRG is no exception. Many of you
haard of the PIRG's (Public Interest Research Sroup), but others
may be unaware of what they do
and how they operate.
Inspired by Ralph Nader, the
first PIRGs were founded in 1970
in Oregon and Minnesota.PIRG
had its beginning at Trinity back
in 1973.Today,the PIRGs function
in 25 states on 135 campuses.
PIRGs remain the only student run
research and advocacy group in the
nation. They are based on the underlying premise that students, as
citizens in a democratic society,
should endeavor to recognize the
problems existent in their community, state, nation, and world,and
then participate in their dissolution. The PIRGs are non-ideological and non-partisan. They offer
students the opportunity to apply
what they have learned in the
classroom to the real world.
CONNPIRG, like the other
PIRGs nationwide, is student controlled, student funded , and
professionally staffed. Staff members are specialists in their field,
and they give the necessary continuity for an organization that sees
students come and go, as they
graduate and move on. Staff members teach the necessary skills to
operate in the research and advocacy field: legislative lobbying .student and community organizing,
investigative research, public
speaking, and other aspects of the
PIRG.

Do the PIRGs really make a difference? Since their inception, they
have published hundreds of ground
breaking reports and guides,
helped to pass scores of important
laws, and called media attention to
envioronmemtal, consumer or energy related problems and successfully promoted solutions to these
problems. The PIRG's Connecticut
chapters have also helped in making a difference within the state.
Recently, CONNPIRG has expanded its' efforts into new and
exciting fields. Last year its' board
of directors decided jointly to create a Citizen Outreach Program, a
grassroots effort to enlist the support of our community members.
Last summer saw PIRG workers
canvassing throughout Connecticut, raising funds and increasing
public awareness of consumer and
environmental issues and CONNPIRG's role in them.
Last year CONNPIRG students
lobbied hard at the state capital for
the environment, advocating the
passaqge of laws for clean air,
clean water, and a remedy for the
toxic waste crisis. CONNPIRG
students were active in campaigns
for voter registry, consumer issues
such as fair phone rates and the
used car lemon law, and students
from all over the state gathered to
protest and work against student
aid cuts. CONNPIRG students
were instrumental in the recent
passage of the Grandfather clause
which was added into the law raising the state's drinking age to 21.
A major victory came in the passage of CONNPIRG's Household
Hazardous Waste bill, establishing
town collection days for household
toxics which can seep into the
ground at local dumpsites, contaminating the groundwater supply.

On April 20th of this year, the
town of Mansfield held the first
Household Hazardous Waste day.
Look for the next clean-up day in
Farmington on October 26th when
CONNPIRG students will be helping out.
In what ways can students get
involved and what will be their
priorities for the year? CONNPIRG will be sponsoring numerous
activities open to and involving the
student body. Students can volunteer their time and even receive
academic credit through CONNPIRG's internship program. This
year CONNPIRG will be focusing
on such issues as environmental
preservation, student aid , consumer protection and voter registration. One of the exciting
additions to our agenda is the
adoption of the issue of world hunger. CONNPIRG students have
joined with other college and high
school students across the nation
in the National Student Campaign
Against Hunger. PIRG's around
the country have linked up with
U.S.A for Africa and have taken
on the role as the student fundraising and educational arm of the organization. Numerous Trinity
campus" activities are being
planned so that students can fight
the widespread hunger problem.
Many of the events will culminate
on World Food Day, October 16th.
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For those who want to learn
more about CONNPIRG or get involved, CONNPIRG is holding its'
first general meeting Tuesday,
September 17 at 7:30p.m. in Seabury 16. All those who are interested are encouraged to attend,
but if you are unable to make the
meeting, contact CONNPIRG at
247-2735.

The Writing Center
...a place where writers gather

Consultants for the Trinity community of writers
#115 Vernon Street
527-3151, ext. 392
Phone us or drop by
for an appointment
M-F 9:00 a.m.-4:00 p.m.
T,W,Th 6:00 p.m.-8 p.m.
Library Satellite in Seminar Rm. #3
Sunday 7:00 p.m.-11:00 p.m.

The Tripod announces the opening
of 10 editorships.
The following editorships are open
for the Fall semester and all
students are eligible. Being an
assistant editor will take up approx.
3 hours of your Sunday. We are
desperate for a circulation
manager.We'll take anyone. Call
246-9609 if interested in circulation
manager, Otherwise drop a note in
Box 1310.

Alison Berlinger, English
Teresa Lynn Dann, Political Science
Daniel Fabricant, English
Kathryn George, Economics & Spanish
Pamela Guardo, Economics &
Political Science
Elizabeth Heslop, History
Kerry Knobelsdorff, Political Science
Richard Shapiro, Biology
Christine Sirignano, English
Brian Smith, English
Elizabeth Stodolink, English

ASSISTANT NEWS (2)
ASSISTANT ARTS
ASSISTANT SPORTS
ASSISTANT FEATURES
COPY EDITORS (3)
TRANSMISSIONS MANAGER
CIRCULATION MANAGER
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ORE SPORTS
Football Team Tunes Up For Season With A Win
by Gabe Harris
Senior Staff Writer
During the course of Saturday's
scrimmage with Middlebury at the
Vermont Academy, some pressing
questions about this year's football
team were answered and several
other interesting ones were raised.
Among the matters that were
cleared up, the most important and
impressive was the ability of
quarterback Danny Tighe to throw
the football and run the offense.
Tighe threw the ball with touch on
the short patterns, with authority
on the out patterns, and even got
the ball deep. According to head
coach Don Miller, Tighe took control in the huddle and ran the offense effectively in his first
starting role.
In another pleasant development, the previously untested offensive line performed very well,
opening good holes on the run and,
despite a shaky start, pass-blocking effectively.
"We've got to work on some of
the little things," said Paul Castonia, the center and emotional
leader of the line. "But we're way
ahead of where we were sit. this
time last year."
Senior Jim Sickinger has
emerged as the starting left guard,
while Mike Rielly and Pat Patterson rotated at left tackle, and may
continue to do so in the regular
season.
The Bants also showed the ability tb ejcplode.for quick, points.
With under a minute to go in the
first phase of the scrimmage, Trinity had first and 10 on its own 45.
Tighe called a pass play, with Mike
Doetsch lined up wide right. Ac-

cording to Doetsch, "I had the option to run either a comeback or a
fly. The kid just bit, and when I
saw him standing there I just
flew."
Tighe launched a perfectly timed
strike and 55 yards later, the Bantams had the winning touchdown.
In Doetsch, Trinity has the kind
of pure speed which can account
for a quick six at any time, but the
senior sprinter will probably be
seeing double coverage all year.
Fortunately, Tighe has plenty of
secondary receivers to look for,
notably wing back Ted Shannon
and tight ends Bob Vyolik and Rod
Boggs, as well as a solid corps of
running backs coming out of the
backfield.
On defense, the Bantams bent

but rarely broke. The secondary
gave up several short-range
passes, but nothing more, as Kevin
Smith and Greg Rizho had standout performances in coverage and
in forcing the run.
The defensive line was solid as
expected, although it did get trapped several times by Middlebury's
counter-action running game.
Ends Mark Murray and Tony
DiNicolo were all over the field,
rushing and covering the pass and
stuffing the run. Tackles Andre
John and Fran Funaro (who played
despite several minor physical ailments) played strong games
against the trapping Middlebury
line, a tough assignment. Nose

Montgomery played well considering that each one is playing a
new positon. Cunningham and
Montgomery are each playing for
injured players while Usewick is
playing on the opposite side from
last year.
The scrimmage was broken up
into several phases: a series of
eight-play possessions and a goalline phase for each team, and then
a live two-quarter scrimmage. The
live scrimmage started with Middlebury on its 10-yard line after a
nice kickoff by sophomore Marcus
Mignone. After 16 grueling plays,
Middlebury had first and goal on
Trinity's three. A penalty pushed
the ball back to the eight and then

guard Bill Cunningham and linebackers Jeff Usewick and John

the Bants made their stand.
Middlebury went to the inside

counters, but Trinity refused to
yield as the middle men stopped
the run and Usewick tipped away
a pass to end the drive.
The teams traded several punts,
until Middlebury mounted another
attack early in the final period, this
one through the air, capped by a
nine-yard scoring pass over the
midddle.
On the next drive Tighe engineered a 14-play, 70-yard drive of
his own, mostly on the running and
pass-catching of sophomores John
Calcaterra and Wally Wrobel. The
speedy Calcaterra capped the drive
with a six-yard sweep to the left
side, and Mignone's extra point
tied it at seven.
Middlebury was unable to do anything on its ensuing drive, and
the Bants countered with the winning Tighe-to-Doetsch hookup.
The emergence of Calcaterra and
Wrobel raises some questions
about the backfield. Certainly, re- ;
turning starters Steve Okun and
Rich Nagy will be on the field for ;
the first snap this Saturday, but
Miller himself admits he will be
hard-pressed to keep Calcaterra
and Wrobel off the field.
Overall, Miller looked upon the
scrimmage as "an excellent learning experience" and was "most
impressed with the goal-line stand
in the beginning, and with Dan
Tighe's ability to handle the pres• sure and lead us in our comeback
drive." He was " surprised that
Middlebury moved the ball as well
as they did. I was a bit disappointed with the defense and the;
pass-blocking but overall it was a j
good learning scrimmage."
•
The Bantams move into Saturday's home opener against Bow-i
doin with some questions • on
defense and added enthusiasm on;
offense.
•

Read Tripod Sports

The football team beat Middlebury 14-7 in a scrimmage.

S.G.A. ELECTION
INFORMATION THE FOLLOWING POSITIONS ARE OPEN FOR THE COMING YEAR
President
Vice President
4 At-Large Reps.
3 Class Reps (Senior, Junior, Soph., Freshman to be elected in January)
2 Off-Campus
Funston (2)
Smith (1)
Ogilby/Boardwalk/Park Place (1 total)
Cook/Goodwin/Woodward (2 total)
The election will be held on
Jones (2)
Tuesday September 24, from 8:30
Elton (2)
— 5:30 in the basement of
Highrise (2) •
Mather. An open forum will be
North Campus (2)
held in Hamlin Hall on Sunday,
Doonesbury (1)
September 22.
Jackson (2)
Wheaton (2)
Jarvis/Jarvis Towers (2)
Northam/Seabury (1)
Wiggins/Frohman/Robb/Little (2)
Anadama (1)
Clemens/Stowe (2)

.

photo by John Shlflman

Federal Depository
library Program

AT-LARGE POSITIONS ARE AVAILABLE ON THE FOLLOWING TRUSTEE
COMMITTEES:
Student Life (1)
Institutional Development (1)
Physical Plant (1)
Admissions and Financial Aid (1)
AT-LARGE POSITIONS ARE ALSO AVAILABLE ON THE FOLLOWING
FACULTY COMMITTEES:
.
Academic Affairs
College Affairs
Admissions & Financial Aid
Curriculum
Academic Dishonesty Appeals Board
Athletic Advisory
Financial Affairs

Library
POSITIONS ALSO AVAILABLE ON THE FOLLOWING SGA STANDING
COMMITTEES:
Budget Committee (3)
All undergraduates are eligible to run. You must be a member of the
constituency you propose to represent.
Petitions for President and Vice-President require 50 signatures. All other
positions require 25 signatures.
Petitions are located outside of the Post Office. They should be submitted to
either Box 1388, 843, or 1938.
Deadline for submitting petitions is Friday,~Sept. 20th.
Any questions contact Jim Sickinger, Box 843 or Hilary Romarjoff Box 1938

,
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ORE SPORTS
Baseball Drug Trial
Is A Witch Hunt
Coke has been in the news a lot in recent months. Maybe too much.
First there was the New Coke/Classic Coke debacle that rocked the sugarcoated foundations of the soft drink world. But now, a much more serious
Coke problem has arisen, and the foundation of America's National Pastime is at stake.
The problem is cocaine, a word which has cropped up all too frequently
as a result of the ongoing federal drug trial of Curtis Strong, who is being
tried on 16 counts of distributing cocaine to Major League players.
. Everyday, it seems, another baseball player is implicated as having
bought, sold, used, or been involved with drugs, specifically cocaine. I'm
not seeking to impede the paths of justice, but it seems tome that this
whole investigation has deteriorated into mere name-dropping and mudslinging.
Baseball players are literally being put on the hot seat and they are
naming names right and left during their testimonies. As Strong|s attorney, Adam Renfroe Jr., said, "baseball players would point the finger at
anyone to save themselves" (New York Times, 9/13/85). In short, the
players are throwing baseballs at their own glass houses. The thing is,
they're being forced to do so.
Renfroe's methods of examination have cast a black cloud over the whole
investigation. He has badgered the players on the^witness stand and asked
them to reveal the names of other users. He has also referred to players
as "junkies". The resulting testimony has done little but embarrass other
players and sully the reputation of the game. Remember, it is Curtis
Strong who is on trial and not the players; that's why the players were
granted immunity for testifying.
And yet, as the trial continues, we keep hearing more names; Lee Lacy,
Willie Stargell, Bill Madlock, Jeff Leonard, Dave Parker, Keith Hernandez, Dale Berra, Enos Cabell, John Milner, and Rowland Office have joined
the ranks of previously known drug users Rod Scurry, Jerry Martin, Willie
Wilson, Willie Aikens, VidaBlue, Steve Howe, and Tim Raines. Everyday,
another name. Everyday, another idol falls.
And now, perhaps the greatest idol ever, Willie Mays, has been implicated through recent testimony at the drug trial.
According to Milner's testimony, Mays, a Hall of Famer and New York
baseball legend, reportedly kept a bottle of water with dissolved pep pills
in his locker. Milner, who played with Mays on the Mets in 1973, admitted
that he never saw Mays use the drink or dispense it to others but that he,
Milner, had taken some from Mays' locker on occasion.
Amphetemines, or "greenies", are common items on the medical,shelves
of many professional and college teams. Team physicians have access to
amphetemines, used to combat fatigue and depression, and frequently
dole them out to players in need of aphysical or mental "boost", without
formal prescriptions. Such para-legal action by team trainers is common
practice. Milner's reference to Mays' "red juice", extracted by Renfroe's
examination, was sudden and unexpected. But what good did it do? Did
Mays have to be dragged into this investigation? Not in the least. Milner's
testimony came as result of Renfroe's tactless pursuit of drug gossip.
Renfroe hopes to denegrate all baseball players in ar^effort to prove that

David Boone has one of the hardest shots on the men's soccer team.

Ducks Set
by Jennifer Ducar

Sports view
MARCESTERMAN
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they are as guilty as his client. But is it really helping his client? Not at
all. All that's been accomplished is the wanton disgracing of an American
hero. Mays later denied that the beverage contained amphetemines. But
still, Milner's accusation was an embarassment.
In addition, both Parker and Berra implicated Willie Stargell and Bill
Madloek as having dispensed pep pills to the Pirates during their championship year of 1979. Both are highly respected baseball men, Madloek
having won four hitting titles and Stargell having retired as a local hero
in Pittsburgh. Stargell has since denied the charges as well. Although
nothing has been proven, it is likely that the venerable Stargell, and other
players for that matter, are no more druggies than those of us who have
loaded up on Pepsi or coffee to pull an all nighter before finals.
Granted, evidence has to be gathered, but how much more testimony is
really required to confirm what is obvious — that the dealer in question,
Strong, has actually supplied baseball players with coke and other drugs.
What good has the forced testimony of so many of these players accomplished? This investigation should be focusing on the dealer and his accomplices and not on extracting the name of another player/drug user
through pressured cross-examination. I'm not naive;' I realize that drug
use is prevalent in today's society and that the little world of Jbaseball is
not immune from such evils. But is risking damage to the integrity of the
game and exposing the role-models of America's youth worth it, just to
reveal the name of another casual drug user? I think not.
Another point to consider: several of the players testified that they used
coke frequently during the season, not only as a social drug, but as s
means of enhancing their performance. "Euphoria", "heightened senses",
"a general good feeling" — these are the terms being bandied about before
the public. Most of the players, like Dave Parker and Keith Hernandez,
were able to stop voluntarily their use of cocaine. But I wonder how many
other players and impressionable youngsters will actually be encouraged
to try coke after hearing in this trial that the drug may actually help their
play on the field, albeit for a short time. It's only a short step from casual,
use to addiction. You can't fool cocaine; those who tried, only fooled
themselves. But this trial might very well trigger more foolish action.
It's been said that the Game is larger than any of the players and this
.is true. Baseball survived the Black Sox Scandal of 1919, several strikes,
and the free agency controversy and it will recover from this latest affront
to its integrity. Sadly, scandals like this cast a pall over all players, even
the innocent, which are still, thankfully, in the majority.
It's just a shame that with pennant races heating up, the possibility of
a Subway Series between the Mets and Yankees looming, Pete Rose
breaking Ty Cobb's hit record, Tom Seaver reaching 300 wins, and Dwight
Gooden winning 20 at the tender age of 20, that stories about drug use
have to rear their ugly head. Say it ain't so and let's get on with the game.
Before this supposed investigation disintegrates into a mere witch hunt.
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Ginny Biggar's efforts couldn't lead field hockey to win.

W-Soccer
Is Beaten
continued from page 16
doin's Alexandra Coffey fired a
shot off the bar into the net for the
game's first score. Then, just six
minutes later, Bowdoin's Tiffany
Poor drilled in a shot from the
right wing from 40 yards and, at
the half, the Bantams found themselves trailing by a 2-0 count.
, Bowdoin, which has not lost in
its last 36 games, proved its skill
in the second half. The Lady Bants
did not even manage a shot on goal
until midway through the second
period, but the Trinity defense was
equally tough for most of the half
as well.
Unfortunately, with 13 minutes
in the game, Lisa Lake, a mainstay

of the Trinity defense; was forced
out of the game with an injury.
Just a minute later, a Bantam miscue in the goal box resulted in a
Bowdoin penalty kick, and Anne
Davidson cashed in on it.
Ultimately, the main difference
in the contest was the shots-ongoal category, in which Bowdoin
tripled the Lady Bants, 36-12.
With only five minutes remaining
in the game, Bowdoin scored its
last goal to finalize the score at 40. Although excellent offensive
performances were turned in by
junior Ceronne Berkley and senior
Gina Cappelletti, the team could
never quite get untracked in the
one-sided affair.
Looking ahead, the Bantams
play host to Yale on Wednesday,
September 18th and then look to
even their NIAC record against
A mh erst on SeDtember 21st.

Read Tripod Sports

The Trinity water polo team anticipates a highly competitive season this fall. The Bantams,
otherwise known as the Ducks, had
a 3-5 record last year. This year is
apparently going to be a good
building year as the team looks relatively young.
The team has no coach but is
captained by seniors Barbie Brennan, Adam Kimmick, and Stuart
Sziklas, all of whom first started
playing organized polo as freshmen at Trinity. Other returning
upperclassmen are senior Jon
Wells, juniors Chris Boyle and Tim
Anderson, and sophomores Nick
Clifford, Jocelyn Roland, and Andrew Zimmerman.
The team looks ahead with enthusiasm to its first match on September 18th when it will face the
Coast Guard at 5 pin.
For the uninitiated, water polo
is related to soccer and hockey in
that it's object is to shoot the ball
into the net for goals. Several aspects of, the game, however, are
extremely different. The seven
players are at no point in the game
allowed to touch the bottom of the
swimming pool and must pass the
ball with one hand only, with the
exception of the goalie who can use
both. The ball is somewhat like a
volleyball but has a textured surface for better handling in the
water. A game consists of seven
minute quarters, and this relatively short amount of game time
results in a very rapid pace which
requires much endurance.
The daily two-hour practices
consist of swimming laps, drilling
and scrimmaging.
This year the team will carry
three new freshmen: Chris Coxon,
John Kan tor, and Roberto Sifuentes.
"We are very optimistic about
the season this year," said captain
Kimmick. And with the promising
combination of old and new talent,
the Trinity Ducks have every reason to be.

Soccer
continued from page 16
we've got to get going here. We
like to play a possession game, but
to do that you've got to be aggressive. Overall, our attack looked
good, but our build-up was poor."
Caleb Corson recovered another
errant clear in the penalty area and
scored Coast Guard's third goal at
27:28 to ice it and boost Coast
Guard's record to 2-0.
Trinity, now 0-1, will travel to
Nichols tomorrow for a 3:30 game.
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ORE SPORTS
Danny Tighe Is Set To
Replace Shield As Bant QB
by Marc Esterman

Sports Editor
It's never easy replacing a legend, but Danny Tighe appears to
be up for the task.
Tighe has the unenviable duty of
following Joe Shield as the quarterback of the Trinity football team.
Shield was, simply, the best quarterback to ever put on a blue and
gold Bantam uniform and one of
the best ever in New England college football history. Shield, who
graduated from Trinity last year,
was drafted by the National Football League's Green Bay Packers
and is currently their third-string
quarterback.
All that is well and good, but,
like it or not, Shield is no longer
Trinity's quarterback. All good
things must come and go. But all
is not lost. Not as long as Danny
Tighe has something to say about
it.
"More than anything else, it was
a matter of circumstances that Joe
was here first," said Tighe, a wellspoken junior from Lowell, Massachusetts. "I considered it an
honor to play on the same team
with Joe. People on the team always assumed that Joe would
graduate and it would be someone
else's turn to play. Replacing Joe
is more of a big deal to people off
the team than for those who are
on it."
Tighe certainly has the tools to
be an outstanding Division III col-

lege quarterback. It's a stroke of
bad luck that Tighe has to follow '
Shield, because, in some people's
eyes, comparisons will always be
made between the two and that's
not fair to Tighe. Nobody expects
him to make the NFL, but he
should do just fine in his remaining
two years at Trinity.
"I think I have an adequate arm
and run adequately," explained the
modest Tighe. "I'm smart out
there and I'm a team leader type.
Getting game experience is the
main thing right now."
Tighe has played sparingly in the
two years that he's been on the
Bantams, but that's to be expected. When you're number two
on the totem pole, and the number
one guy is NFL caliber, you can
expect to sit. But Danny, wasn't it
a little frustrating?
"I wouldn't say it was frustrating," remarked Tighe. "As a
quarterback, I could sit and watch
Joe and it was like watching the
Trinity offense personified. I
learned a lot in two years and, I
think I'll feel comfortable in a
game situation. I saw mainly backup duty, but I don't expect to be
completely out of synch."
Tighe appeared in all of five
games last fall and completed four
of nine passes. He did hook up with
Shield, of all people, on a five yard
touchdown pass. The trick play
helped the Bants beat rival Wesleyan, 20-14.
The Bants' gameplan will be

slightly different with Tighe at
quarterback, though not dramatically. The Bants will still put the
ball in air, but Trin's offense will
-probably be more balanced this
year. The Bants return all of their
running backs, featuring junior
halfback Rich Nagy and senior fullback Steve Okun. Nagy ran for 405
yards on 120 carries and scored 10
touchdowns last year. Okun r an 55
times and tallied 210 yards. Tighe
feels that their presence and the
maturity of the offensive line will
make his life easier.
"We're more well-balanced this
year," explained Tighe. "I think
our running game will improve
'cause it's a year more experienced, and so is our line. We lost
three key players in Joe, Tim
McNamara, and Steve Donaghay,
so we'll probably run a little more."
Although Mike Doetsch returns
as the primary target for Tighe in
the air, the loss of those three players from the offense will undoubtedly bring the Bants down to earth,
and place more of an emphasis on
rushing.
"I'm expecting a team effort,"
said Tighe. "All phases, rushing,
passing, defense, and special teams
will have to contribute. We're all
depending on each other."
Judging from Tighe's mental and
physical abilities, the Bants have
someone they can depend on at the
quarterback position.

Danny Tlghe will direct the Trin offense this year. P hoto b y J o f m Shiftman

Sports Scoreboard
Follow Trinity Sports This Fall9 Home and Away
28
28

RESULTS:

28

3

Men's Soccer — 1, Coast Guard
Women's Soccer — 0, Bowdoin -- 4. Field Hockey — 2, Bowdoin — 3
Women's Tennis — 5, Amherst -- 4 .

28
28
30
30
30

FALL SPORTS SCHEDULE - 1985
SEPTEMBER
10
Women's Varsity Tennis UHARTFORO
14
Women's Varsity Soccer BO WDOIN
14
Men'sVarsity Soccer
COASTGUARD
14
14
18
18
18
18
19
'

20
21
21
21
21

women s varsuy
Field Hockey
Women's Varsity Tennis
Men's Varsity Soccar
Women's Varsity Soccer
Women's Varsity
Field Hockey
Women's Varsity Tennis
Women'sVarsity
Volleyball
WaterPolo
Men's Varsity Football
Women's Varsity Soccer
Men's Varsity Soccer
women s varsity
Field Hocksy
Women's Varsity Tennis
Varsity Cross Country

BOWDOIN
AMHERST •
Nichols
YALE
ralnlBlQ
Conn. College w/J.V.
Wesleyan and Yale
at Wesleyan
COAST GUARD
BOWDOIN
nmnersi
M.I.I.

Tufts w/J.V.
Tufts w/J.V.
Conn. College
Men & Women
TRINITY FIVE-MAN
21-22 WaterPolo
f^M
IDMAMCKIT
1 uunnnmi-i' i
Women's Varsity Soccer Wesleyan
24
26
Women's Varsity
Mt. Holyoke w/J.V.
Field Hockey
27-23 Women'sVarsity Tennis State Tournament
UMass Tournament
27-28 WaterPolo
27
Varsity Cross Country
Amherst Invitational
Women
Men's Varsity Football Bates
28

21
•21

3:30 HOME
2:00 HOME
11:00 HOME
2:00
11:00
3:30
3:00

HOME
HOME
Away
HOME

3'30 Awav
3:00 Away
7:00 Away
HOME
1:30 HOME
'

.

'
*

2:00 Away
11:30 Away

5
5
5
5-6
7
9
10
10
10
12
12
12
12

3:00 Away
Away
Away

Women'sVarsity
Volleyball
Women's Varsity
Field Hockey
Woman's Varsity Soccer
Men's Varsity Soccer
Women's Varsity Soccer
Women's Varsity Tennis
J.V. Football

OCTOBER
2
Men's Varsity Soccer
2
Women'sVarsity
Field Hockey
Women'sVarsity
3
Volleyball
3
Women's Varsity Tennis
Men's Varsity Football
5
Men's Varsity Soccer
5
Women'sVarsity
5
Field Hockey
Women'sVarsity
5
Volleyball
Women's Varsity Tennis
5

11:00 Away
HOME
3:00 Away

Varsity Cross Country

12
12
12
14
15
15
15

j

UU11

Away

Amherst

11:00 Away

Southern Connecticut
Curry
W.P.I.
WESTFIELD STATE
Central Connecticut
W.P.I.

1:00
10:30
10:30
3:00
3:00
3:30

Away
Away
Away
HOME
Away
HOME

EASTERN CONNECTICUT 3:00 HOME
AMHERST w/J.V.
Albertus Magnus & Briarwood at Albertus Magnus
SMITH w/J.V.
WILLIAMS (Parents Day)
WILLIAMS (Parents Day)

7:00
3:00
1:30
11:00

WILLIAMS (Parents Day)

11:00 HOME

WILLIAMS (Parents Day)
WILLIAMS w/J.V.
(Parents Day)
Women's Varsity Soccer WILLIAMS (Parents Day)
Varsity Cross Country
WILLIAMS / UHARTFOHD
Men & Women
ALUMNI (Parents Day)
Water Polo
League Tournament
Water Polo
WILLIAMS
J.V. Football
HARTFORD COLLEGE
Women's Varsity
FOR WOMEN
Volleyball
Women's Varsity
SMITH w/J.V.
Field Hockey
Women's Varsity Soccer SMITH
Women's Varsity Tennis UConn
Men's Varsity Football Tufts
Tufts •
' •••
Men's Varsity Soccer
NESCAC at Williams
Varsity Cross Country
Men & Women
Women's Varsity
Conn. College w/J.V.
Field Hockey
Women's Varsity Soccer Conn. College
Women's Varsity Tennis Weslevan w/J.V.
Amherst Tournament
Water Polo
Coast Guard
J.V. Football
Women'sVarsity
FAIRFIELO
Vollevball
Women's Varsity Tennis Mt. Holyoke
Men's Varsity Soccer
A.I.C,
V w i 10

3:00 Away
1:30 Away

15

Conn. Intercol legates
Men

3:30 HOME
Away
HOME
HOME
HOME

10:00 HOME
11:00 HOME
11:00 HOME
11:00 HOME
HOME
Away
3:00 HOME
7:00 HOME3:30
4:00
3:00
1:30
11:30

HOME
HOME
Away
Away
Away

1:00 Away
2:00 Away
11:30 Away s
10:30 Away
Away
4:00 Away
7:00 HOME
3:00 Away
3:00 HOME

16
17

Women'sVarsity
Field Hockey
Women'sVarsiiySoccer
Women'sVarsity
Volleyball
Men's Varsity Football
Women'sVarsity
Volleyball

Wesleyan w/J.V.
Ml. Holyoke

3:00 Away '
3:00 Away

Wesleyan
7:00
Hamilton
1:30
Conn. College, Bates, Skidmore, Wellesley at
Conn. College
Women's Varsity Tennis WELLESLEY
19
11:30
19
Men'sVarsity Soccer
CONN. COLLEGE
2:00
19
Women'sVarsity
11:00
Westfield State
Field Hockey
11:00
Women's Varsity Soccer WHEATON
19
Varsity Cross Country
W.P.I.-Men
12:00
19
19
Varsity Cross Country
Smith Invitational
Women
1:00
League Tournament
19-20 WaterPolo
t9
19

Away
Away

Away
HOME
HOME
Away
HOME
HOME
Away
Away

J.V. Football
TUFTS
3:30 HOME
Women'sVarsity
Field Hockey
KEENE STATE
3:00 HOME
Women'sVarsity
23
Field Hockey
HotchWss(J.V.only)
3:00 Away
Women's Varsity
23
7:00 HOME
Volleyball
QUINNIPIAC
3:30 HOME
Women's Varsity Soccar UHARTFORD
24
Away
Williams
25-26 Water Polo
1:30 HOME
Men'sVarsity Football
COASTGUARD
26
Varsity Cross Country
Coast Guard, Clark, Babsb l
26
&UHartlordatBabson
11:00 Away
Men & Women
Men'sVarsity Soccer • Clark
2:00 Away
26
Away
New
Englands
at
Amherst
Women's
Varsity
TennL
25-27
26-27 Women'sVarsity
Away
NIAC Tournament
Field Hockey
3:00 Away
Springfield
J.V. Football
28
ALBERTUS MAGNUS and
Women'sVarsity
29
BECKER JR. COLLEGE 6:30 HOME
Volleyball
WESLEYAN
2:30 HOME
30
Men's Varsity Soccer

21
22

NOVEMBER
2
Men's Varsity Football
2
Meh'sVarsitySoccer
2
Varsity Crosscountry
2-3
2-3
9
9-10
16

Amherst
Amherst
WESLEYAN
Men & Women
Women's Varsity Soccer NIAC Tournament
WaterPolo
NewEnglands
Men's Varsity Football WESLEYAN
WaterPolo
Easterns
NCAA Div. Ill Meet
VarsityCross Country
Men & Women

1:30 Away
10:30 Away
12:00 HOME
Away
Away
1:30 HOME
Away
Away

' •"
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PORTS
Tennis Aces UHart
Amherst; Now 2-0
by Chris Dickinson
Staff Writer
The Trinity College women's
varsity tennis team is currently the
winningest team on campus, as it
has jumped off to a 2-0 start.
The team appears to be really
pumped up for this season. It looks
like the Bants want the New England title for their own. It shows
in their effort and in their enthusiasm. Coach Wendy Bartlett has
molded these women into a finely
tuned and energetic lot and says,
"the women played together last
season, get along really well, and
have an easy going demeanor,
which creates a profitable atmosphere."
Against the University of Hartford last Tuesday, the Lady Bantams pecked their way to victory
as they totally dominated all of
their matches, winning nine in a
row, including six singles and three
doubles.
Captain Claire Slaughter commented that the U of Hartford win

was just a stepping stone to a
tough season ahead. She feels that
upcoming matches will prove to be
a lot tougher, but believes that if
the team maintains its same level
of enthusiasm, the winning will
take care of itself.
This philosophy bore fruits last
Saturday, when the Bantams defeated visiting Amherst, 5-4.
After splitting the first six
matches and losing the first set of
the third doubles 6-7, the duo of
Chris Sanden and Priscilla Payne
rallied to pull off a 6-7,. 6-3, 6-2
victory to win the match for Trinity.
In singles play, number one
Slaughter won 6-2, 6-3; number
four Sanden won 6-3, 4-6, 6-2; and
number six Lauren Lovett won 76, 4-6, 6-4.
In other doubles action, the number one team of Slaughter and
Patti Neumann won in straight
sets, 6-1 6-1.
Slaughter attributed the win to
"team work and team spirit".
The Bantams' next home match
. is on October 3rd against Smith.

photo by John Shiftman

Priscilla Allmaier leads a rush for field hockey.

Hockey
Loses, 3-2

M-Soccer Loses
by Marc Esterman
Sports Editor
The visiting Coast Guard relied
upon a stingy defense and an opportunistic offense to ruin the
Men's soccer team's debut, 3-1 on
Saturday.
The loss marks the third straight
year that Coast Guard has beaten
Trinity in the home opener.
The Bants dominated the first
• 30 minutes of the contest, but went
downhill after that as their defense abandoned them and allowed
Coast Guard to score three dubious goals.
Trin, the better skilled team,
failed to put its superior speed to
an advantage in the first half, opting to play a short passing game
instead. Trinity was too hesitant
in the transition game and failed
to test the Coast Guard with the
long pass. That, coupled with some
pourous defensive play, enabled
the tenacious Coast Guard to take
a 2-1 lead by the half. Coast Guard
then sloughed back into a defensive shell which kept Trin bottled
up over the final 45 minutes.
"Their defense played better
than ours and that was the game,"
noted coach Robie Shults. "Their
defense just outplayed our defense, it was that simple. Other
than that, it was an even game."
Except on the Scoreboard.
The shots-on-goal total lends
support to Shults' analysis, though.
Both teams had nine shots-on-goal
in the game.' The difference was,
Coast Guard was able to convert
two goals on its three first-half
shots, while Trin was not able to
crack Coast Guard's defense in the
second half, notching only three
shots.
The Bants started out well as
Matt Gandall, a freshman, and
Chris Hyland, a junior, combined
to score Trin's lone goal.
Gandall rushed down the left sideline and crossed to Hyland, who
eluded the goalie, John Turner,
and scored with a left-footed shot
at the 21:56 mark. It was one of
the rare cases when Trinity
showed how dangerous its team
speed can be, as both Gandall and
Hyland blitzed past the Coast
Guard back-line to set up the
game's first goal
Gandall, who impressed the
coaches enough to earn a starting
spot as a freshman, played a sound
game and looks like he'll help the
Trin attack.

"He's got tremendous skill and
he's a hustler too," commented
junior
midfielder
Murphy
VanderVelde on the sidelines.
Coast Guard hung in there, waiting for an opportunity and found
it with 11 minutes left in the half.
Captain Derek Donnelly sped down
the sidelines and fed Jeffrey ;Novotfty in the box. Novbtny, a freshman, deflected it past Trin goalie
Bill Eastburn to tie the score at 11.
Trinity was victimized by an
own-goal when senior co-Captain
Chris Downs, the sweeper, fanned
on a clear in the box and saw it
skim off his foot, off the post, and
into the goal. Trin never really recovered.
"There's definatley more talent
here than last year, but we're not
that resilient yet," explained assistant coach Jeff Vagell. "When
we're down, we have trouble
bouncing back."
Trinity continued to get beat on
balls in the air and its defense
sputtered in the second half, while
the offense failed to penetrate
Coast Guard's packed-in defense.
"We need better finishing and
our midfield marking was weak,"
said Vagell. "Coast Guard doesn't
have much technique, but they give
110 per cent hustle. That's what
continued on page 14

by Elizabeth Sobkov
Senior Staff Writer
The women's field hockey season opened with a disappointing 32 loss on Saturday, as Bowdoin
made its trip worth while. The Polar Bears had a 6-6-2 record in 1984
compared to the Bantams' 10-2-2
mark.
The Bears took command of the
field early in the match and dominated first half play. The only first
half score occurred off a Bowdoin
corner 10 minutes into play. Trinity finally clicked in the second
half. It played as a team and defensive and offensive plays were
smooth.
Ginny Biggar tied the score with
an inside shot 10 minutes into the
second half.
A questionable call on the next
goal turned out to be a key factor
in the outcome of the game. At
12:04, the whistle blew, indicating
a goal when, in fact, the ball had
not gone over the end line into the
Trin cage until after the whistle
had blown. The call should have
been a penalty stroke, a one-onone with the goalie.
With two minutes left, Biggar
fired the ball into the goal on a
corner. But Bowdoin went ahead
with 25 seconds left to win 3-2 on
a shot off a corner.
Claire Slaughter

photo by Jessie Willing

W-Soccer
Shutout
by Brian Rowe
Staff Writer

The women's soccer team lost to Bowdoin, 4-0.

photo by John Shiftman

Against a very powerful Bowdoin team, the Trinity women's
soccer team dropped its first decision, 4-0 on Saturday.
Bowdoin's powerful offense
proved to be too much for the
youthful Trinity squad as Bowdoin
controlled the ball for most of the
game. The early first-half action
Was mostly restricted to Trinity's
end of the field, but with 28 minutes left in the half, freshman
Tracy Decker narrowly missed a
direct kick for the Bantams.
Trinity's defense, behind several
fine goal saves from freshman Kim
Carey, escaped three early corner
kicks without suffering a goal. But
with 15:47 left in the half, Bowcontinued on page 14

